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Abstract
We analyze the optimal trade-off between the error exponent and the excess-rate exponent for variable-rate
Slepian-Wolf codes. In particular, we first derive upper (converse) bounds on the optimal error and excess-rate
exponents, and then lower (achievable) bounds, via a simple class of variable-rate codes which assign the same rate
to all source blocks of the same type class. Then, using the exponent bounds, we derive bounds on the optimal
rate functions, namely, the minimal rate assigned to each type class, needed in order to achieve a given target error
exponent. The resulting excess-rate exponent is then evaluated. Iterative algorithms are provided for the computation
of both bounds on the optimal rate functions and their excess-rate exponents. The resulting Slepian-Wolf codes bridge
between the two extremes of fixed-rate coding, which has minimal error exponent and maximal excess-rate exponent,
and average-rate coding, which has maximal error exponent and minimal excess-rate exponent.
Index Terms
Slepian-Wolf coding, variable-rate coding, buffer overflow, excess-rate exponent, error exponent, reliability
function, random-binning, alternating minimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of distributed encoding of correlated sources has been studied extensively since the seminal paper of
Slepian and Wolf [1]. That paper addresses the case, where a memoryless source {(Xi, Yi)} needs to be compressed
by two separate encoders, one for {Xi} and one for {Yi}. In a nutshell, the most significant result of [1] states that
if {Yi} is known at the decoder side, then {Xi} can be compressed at the rate of the conditional entropy of {Xi}
given {Yi}. Since this is the minimal rate even for the case where {Yi} is known also to the encoder, then no rate
loss is incurred by the lack of knowledge of {Yi} at the encoder. Early research has focused on asymptotic analysis
2of the decoding error probability for the ensemble of random binning codes. Gallager [2] has adapted his well
known analysis techniques from random channel coding [3, Sections 5.5-5.6] to the random binning ensemble of
distributed source coding. Later, it was shown in [4] and [5] that the universal minimum entropy decoder also achieves
the same exponent. Expurgated error exponents were given in [6], assuming optimal decoding (non-universal). In
[7, Appendix I], Ahlswede has shown the achievability of random binning and expurgated bounds via codebooks
generated by permutations of good channel codes. The expurgated exponent analysis was then generalized to coded
side information in [8] (with linear codes) and [9].
In all the above papers, fixed-rate coding was assumed, perhaps because, as is well known, Slepian-Wolf (SW)
coding is, in some sense, analogous to channel coding (without feedback) [6], [7], [10], [11], for which variable-rate
is usually of no use. More recently, it was recognized that variable-rate SW coding may have improved performance.
For example, it was shown in [12], [13], [14] that variable-rate SW codes might have lower redundancy (additional
rate beyond the conditional entropy, for a given error probability). Other results on variable-rate coding can be
found in [15], [16], [17]. In another line of work, which is more relevant to this paper, it was observed that
variable-rate coding under an average rate constraint [18], [19], [20] outperforms fixed-rate coding in terms of
error exponents. The intuitive reason is that the empirical probability mass function (PMF) of the source tends
to concentrate exponentially fast around the true PMF, and so in order to asymptotically satisfy an average rate
constraint R, it is only required that the rates allocated to typical source blocks would have rate less than R (see
[18, Thm. 1]). Other types, distant from the type of the source, can be assigned with arbitrary large rates, and thus
effectively may be sent uncoded.
The expected value of the rate is, however, a rather soft requirement, and it provides a meaningful performance
measure only in the case of many system uses, where the random rate concentrates around its expected value.
Consider, for example, an on-line compression scheme, in which the codeword is buffered at the encoder before
transmitted [21], [22]. If the instantaneous codeword length is larger than the buffer size, then the buffer overflows.
If the decoder is aware of this event (using a dedicated feed-forward channel, e.g.) then this is an erasure event, and
so, it is desirable to minimize this probability, while maintaining some given error probability. In a different case,
the buffer length might be larger than the maximal codeword length, but the buffer is also used for other purposes
(e.g., sending status data). If the data codewords have priority over all other uses, then it is desirable to minimize
the occasions of blocking other usage of the buffer. This motivates us to take a somewhat different approach and
address a more refined figure of merit for the rate. Specifically, we will be interested in the probability that the rate
exceeds a certain threshold. While the aforementioned average-rate coding increases error exponents, its excess-rate
probability is clearly inferior to that of fixed-rate coding.
It should be mentioned that in many other problems in information theory, instead of considering the average
value of some cost (which for SW coding is the rate) more refined figures of merit are imposed, such as the excess
probability or higher moments. Beyond lossless compression, which was mentioned above, other examples include
excess distortion [23], [24], variable-rate channel coding with feedback [25], list size of a list decoder [26], and
3estimation [27] (see also [28] for intimately related problem of minimizing exponential moments of a cost function,
and many references therein).
In this paper, we systematically analyze the trade-off between excess-rate exponent and the error exponent.
Based on the analogy of SW and channel coding, we provide upper (converse) bounds on the error and excess-rate
exponents of a general SW code. Then, we derive lower (achievability) bounds via a special class of SW codes,
which assign the same coding rate to all source blocks of the same type class. The bounds on error exponents may
be considered as a generalization of the error exponents of [18], [19], [20] to the case where excess-rate performance
is of importance. As will be seen, this requires a joint treatment of all possible types of the source at the same
time, and not just the type of the source, as in average-rate coding. Both bounds will initially be expressed via
fixed-composition reliability functions of channel codes (to be defined in the sequel), and only afterwards, specific
known bounds (random coding, expurgated and sphere packing) on the reliability functions will be applied. This
links the question whether assigning equal rates to source blocks of the same type class is asymptotically optimal,
to the unsettled gap between the infimum and supremum reliability functions (to be also defined in the sequel)
[29, Problem 10.7]. Whenever it can be verified that no gap exists, then assigning equal rates to types is optimal.
However, similarly as in channel coding, above the critical rate, where the reliability function is known exactly, the
upper and lower bounds of SW exponents coincide for small error exponents, and then assigning equal rates to types
class is optimal. Next, for every type class, bounds on the minimal encoding rate, required to meet a prescribed
value of error exponent, will be found, and corresponding bounds on the resulting excess-rate performance of the
system will be derived. Since the computation of both the rate for a given type, and the excess-rate exponent, lead
to optimization problems that lack closed-form solutions, we will provide explicit iterative algorithms that converge
to the optimal solutions.
The outline of the remaining part of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we establish notation conventions and
formulate SW codes. We also formulate channel codes and provide background of known results, which are useful
for the analysis of SW codes. In Section III, we derive upper and lower bounds on the error exponent and excess-
rate exponent of general SW codes, and discuss the trade-off between the two exponents. Then, in Section IV, we
characterize the optimal rate allocation (in a sense that will be made precise), under an error exponent constraint,
and in Section V, we analyze the resulting excess-rate exponent. In Section VI, we discuss computational aspects
of the bounds on the optimal rate allocation, as well as the bounds on the optimal excess-rate exponent. Section VII
demonstrates the results via a numerical example, and Section VIII summarizes the paper, along with directions
for further research. Almost all proofs are deferred to Appendix A. In Appendix B, we provide several general
results on the reliability function of channel coding, which are required in order to fully understand the proofs in
Appendix A. In Appendix C and Appendix D, we provide some side results, and Appendix E we provide some
useful Lemmas.
4II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Notation Conventions
Throughout the paper, random variables will be denoted by capital letters, specific values they may take will
be denoted by the corresponding lower case letters, and their alphabets will be denoted by calligraphic letters.
Random vectors and their realizations will be denoted, respectively, by capital letters and the corresponding lower
case letters, both in the bold face font. Their alphabets will be superscripted by their dimensions. For example, the
random vector X = (X1, . . . ,Xn), (n positive integer) may take a specific vector value x = (x1, . . . , xn) in X n,
the nth order Cartesian power of X , which is the alphabet of each component of this vector. For any given vector
x and set of indices I , {i1, . . . , iI} we will denote x(I) = (xi1 , . . . , xiI ), and for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n we will denote
{i : j} , {i, i + 1, . . . , j}.
The source to be compressed will be denoted by the letter P , subscripted by the names of the relevant random
variables/vectors and their conditionings, if applicable. We will follow the standard notation conventions, e.g., PX(x)
will denote the X-marginal of P , PY |X(y|x) will denote the conditional distribution of Y given X, PXY (x, y) will
denote the joint distribution, and so on. The arguments will be omitted when we address the entire PMF, e.g., PX ,
PY |X and PXY . Similarly, generic sources will be denoted by Q, Q˜, Q∗, and in other forms, again subscripted by
the relevant random variables/vectors/conditionings. The joint distribution induced by a PMF QX and conditional
PMF QY |X will be denoted by QX ×QY |X , and its Y -marginal will be denoted by (QX ×QY |X)Y , or simply by
QY when understood from context. An exceptional case will be the ‘hat’ notation. For this notation, Qˆx will denote
the empirical distribution of a vector x ∈ X n, i.e., the vector of relative frequencies Qˆx(x) of each symbol x ∈ X
in x. The type class of x ∈ X n, which will be denoted by Tn(Qˆx), is the set of all vectors x′ with Qˆx′ = Qˆx. The
set of all type classes of vectors of length n over X will be denoted by Pn(X ), and the set of all possible types
over X will be denoted by P(X ) ,
⋃∞
n=1Pn(X ). Similar notation for type classes will also be used for generic
types QX ∈ P(X ), i.e. Tn(QX) will denote the set of all vectors x with Qˆx = QX . In the same manner, the
empirical distribution of a pair of vectors (x,y) will be denoted by Qˆxy and the joint type class will be denoted
by Tn(Qˆxy). The joint type classes over the Cartesian product alphabet X × Y will be denoted by Pn(X × Y),
and P(X × Y) ,
⋃∞
n=1 Pn(X × Y). For a joint type QXY ∈ P(X × Y), Tn(QXY ) will denote the set of all pair
of vectors (x,y) with Qˆxy = QXY . The empirical conditional distribution induced by (x,y) will be denoted by
Qˆx|y, and the conditional type class, namely, the set {x′ : Qˆx′y = Qˆxy}, will be denoted by Tn(Qˆx|y), or more
generally Tn(QX|Y ) for a generic empirical conditional probability. The probability simplex for X will be denoted
by Q(X ), and the simplex for the alphabet X × Y will be denoted by Q(X × Y).
The support of a PMF QX will be denoted by supp(QX) , {x : QX(x) 6= 0} ⊆ X . For two PMFs PX , QX
over the same finite alphabet X , we will denote the variation distance (L1 norm) by
||PX −QX ||,
∑
x∈X
|PX(x)−QX(x)|. (1)
5When optimizing a function of a distribution QX over the entire probability simplexQ(X ), the explicit display of the
constraint will be omitted. For example, for a function f(Q), we will write minQ f(Q) instead of minQ∈Q(X ) f(Q).
The same will hold for optimization of a function of a distribution QXY over the probability simplex Q(X × Y).
The expectation operator with respect to (w.r.t.) a given distribution, e.g. QXY , will be denoted by EQXY [·]
where, again, the subscript will be omitted if the underlying probability distribution is clear from the context.
The entropy of a given distribution, e.g. QX , will be denoted by H(QX), and the binary entropy function will
be denoted by hB(q) for 0 ≤ q ≤ 1. The average conditional entropy of QY |X w.r.t. QX will be denoted
by H(QY |X |QX) ,
∑
x∈X QX(x)H(QY |X(·|x)), and the mutual information of a joint distribution QXY will
be denoted by I(QXY ). The information divergence between two distributions, e.g. PXY and QXY , will be
denoted by D(PXY ||QXY ) and the average divergence between QY |X and PY |X w.r.t. QX will be denoted by
D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) ,
∑
x∈X QX(x)D(QY |X(·|x)||PY |X(·|x)). In all the information measures above, the PMF
may also be an empirical PMF, for example, H(Qˆx), D(Qˆy|x||PY |X) and so on.
We will denote the Hamming distance of two vectors x ∈ X n and z ∈ X n by dH(x, z). The length of a string
b will be denoted by |b|, and the concatenation of the strings b1, b2, . . . will be denoted by (b1, b2, . . .). For a set
A, we will denote its complement by Ac, its closure by A, its interior by int(A), and its boundary by ∂A. If the
set A is finite, we will denote its cardinality by |A|. The probability of the event A will be denoted by P(A), and
I(A) will denote the indicator function of this event.
For two positive sequences, {an} and {bn} the notation an
.
= bn will mean asymptotic equivalence in the
exponential scale, that is, limn→∞ 1n log(
an
bn
) = 0. Similarly, an≤˙bn will mean lim supn→∞ 1n log(
an
bn
) ≤ 0, and
so on. The function [t]+ will be defined as max{t, 0}, and ⌈t⌉ will denote the ceiling function. For two integers,
a, b, we denote by a mod b the modulo of a w.r.t. b. Unless otherwise stated, logarithms and exponents will be
understood to be taken to the natural base.
B. Slepian-Wolf Coding
Let {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 be n independent copies of a pair of random variables (X,Y ). We assume that X ∈ X and
Y ∈ Y , where X and Y are finite alphabets, are distributed according to PXY (x, y) = P(X = x, Y = y). It is
assumed that supp(PX) = X and that supp(PY ) = Y , otherwise, remove the irrelevant letters from their alphabet.
We say that the conditional distribution PY |X is not noiseless if there exists a pair of input letters x, x′ ∈ X and an
output letter y ∈ Y such that PY |X(y|x) ·PY |X(y|x′) > 0, and assume this property for PXY , and so, H(X|Y ) > 0.
A SW code Sn for sequences of length n is defined by a prefix code with encoder
sn : X
n → {0, 1}∗ (2)
and a decoder
σn : {0, 1}
∗ × Yn → X n, (3)
6where {0, 1}∗ is the set of all finite length binary strings. The encoder maps a source block x into a binary string
sn(x) ∈ {0, 1}
∗
, where for b ∈ {0, 1}∗, the inverse image of sn is defined as
s−1n (b) , {x ∈ X
n : sn(x) = b} (4)
and it is called a bin. The decoder σn, which observes b = sn(x) and the side information y, has to decide on the
particular source block x ∈ s−1n (b) to obtain a decoded source block xˆ , σn(sn(x),y). A sequence of SW codes
{Sn}n≥1, indexed by the block length n will be denoted by S .
The error probability, for a given code Sn = {sn, σn}, is denoted by pe(Sn) , P(Xˆ 6= X). The infimum error
exponent achieved for a sequence of codes S is defined as
E−e (S) , lim infn→∞
−
1
n
log pe(Sn) (5)
and the supremum error exponent achieved is defined as
E+e (S) , lim sup
n→∞
−
1
n
log pe(Sn). (6)
While clearly, E−e (S) ≤ E+e (S), it is guaranteed that pe(Sn)≥˙ exp [−nE−e (S)] for all sufficiently large block lengths,
while pe(Sn)
.
= exp [−nE−e (S)] may hold only for some sub-sequence of block lengths. Thus, from a practical
perspective, E−e (S) is more robust to the choice of block length.
For a given QX ∈ P(X ), we define, with a slight abuse of notation, the conditional infimum error exponent as
E−e (S, QX) , lim infn→∞
−
1
n
log P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX)) (7)
where we use the convention that P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX)) , 0 if Tn(QX) is empty. E+e (S, QX) is defined
analogously.
The coding rate of x ∈ X n is defined as r(x) , |sn(x)|n·log2 e . A SW code is termed a fixed-rate code of rate R0 if
r(x) = R0 for all x ∈ X n. Otherwise it is called a variable-rate code, and has an average rate E[r(X)]. We define
the conditional rate of QX ∈ P(X ) as
R(QX ;S) , lim sup
n→∞
E[r(X)|X ∈ Tn(QX)] (8)
where E[r(X)|X ∈ Tn(QX)] , 0 if Tn(QX) is empty. Since r(x) = logX allows the encoding of x with zero
error, it will be assumed that R(QX ;S) is finite. For a given target rate R, the excess-rate probability, of a code
Sn, is denoted by pr(Sn,R) , P {r(X) ≥ R}, and the excess-rate exponent function, achieved for a sequence of
7codes S , is defined as1
Er(S,R) , lim inf
n→∞
−
1
n
log pr(Sn,R). (9)
For a given QX ∈ P(X ), we define, with a slight abuse of notation, the conditional excess-rate exponent as
Er(S,R, QX) , lim inf
n→∞
−
1
n
log P(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(QX)) (10)
where P(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(QX)) , 0 if Tn(QX) is empty.
In the remaining part of the paper, we will mainly be interested in the following sub-class of variable-rate SW
codes.
Definition 1. A SW code Sn is termed type-dependent, variable-rate code, if r(x) depends on x only via its type
(empirical PMF). Namely, Qˆx = Qˆx˜ implies r(x) = r(x˜). Any finite function ρ(·) : Q(X ) → R+ is called a
rate function. A rate function is termed regular if there exists a constant d > 0 and a set V , {QX ∈ Q(X ) :
D(QX ||PX ) < d}, such that ρ(·) is continuous in V , and equals some constant R0 for QX ∈ Vc.
The main objective of the paper is to derive the optimal trade-off between the error exponent and the excess
rate exponent, i.e., to find the maximal achievable excess rate exponent, under a constraint on the error exponent.
The subclass of type-dependent, variable-rate SW codes will be shown to achieve the optimal trade-off in a certain
range of exponents, and the question of their optimality in other ranges will be discussed.
C. Channel Coding
In SW coding, the collection of source words that belong to the same bin, can be considered a channel code, and
given the bin index, the SW decoder acts just as a channel decoder (with the exception that the prior probabilities
of the source blocks in the bin may not necessarily be uniform). Thus, error exponents of SW codes are intimately
related to error exponents of channel codes (e.g. [6], [19]). Accordingly, we next define a few terms associated
with channel codes, which will be needed in the sequel.
Consider a discrete memoryless channel {W (y|x), x ∈ X , y ∈ Y} with input alphabet X and output alphabet
Y , which are both finite. A channel code Cn of block length n is defined by an encoder
fn :
{
1, . . . , ⌈enR⌉
}
→ X n (11)
and a decoder
ϕn : Y
n → {1, . . . , ⌈enR⌉}, (12)
1In the definition of achievable excess-rate exponent, we use only limit inferior. It should be observed that for an operational meaning, the
error exponent and excess-rate exponent should be jointly approached by a sub-sequence of block lengths. When the limit inferior is used
for both the definition of the error exponent and the definition of the excess-rate exponent, any sufficiently large block length will approach
the asymptotic limit of both exponents. When one of the exponents is defined as limit inferior, and the other is defined as limit superior,
then there exists a sub-sequence of block lengths with the required limits, but these block lengths may be arbitrarily distant. Finally, there
is no operational meaning to defining both exponents with limit superior, since the two sub-sequences of block lengths which achieve each
of the exponents might be completely disjoint.
8where R is the rate of the code. We say that the channel code is a fixed composition code, if all codewords
{fn(m)}, 1 ≤ m ≤ ⌈e
nR⌉, belong to a single type class Tn(QX). A sequence of channel codes will be denoted
by C = {Cn}n≥1. The error probability for a given channel code Cn = {fn, ϕn} is denoted by pe(Cn) ,
P(ϕn(fn(M)) 6= M), where M is a uniform random variable over the set
{
1, . . . , ⌈enR⌉
}
. The infimum error
exponent, achieved for a given sequence of channel codes C is defined as
E−c (C) , lim infn→∞
−
1
n
log pe(Cn) (13)
and the supremum error exponent is defined as
E+c (C) , lim sup
n→∞
−
1
n
log pe(Cn). (14)
A number Ee > 0 is an achievable infimum (supremum) error exponent for the type QX ∈ Q(X ) and the channel
W at rate R, if for any δ > 0 there exists a sequence of types Q(n)X ∈ Pn(X ) such that Q
(n)
X → QX and there
exists a sequence of fixed composition channel codes Cn ⊆ Tn(Q(n)X ) with
lim inf
n→∞
log|Cn|
n
≥ R− δ (15)
and E−c (C) ≥ Ee − δ (respectively, E+c (C) ≥ Ee − δ). For a given rate R, a type QX , and the channel W , we let
E∗e(R, QX ,W ) (E∗e(R, QX ,W )) be the largest achievable infimum (respectively, supremum) error exponent over
all possible sequences of codes C for the type QX . The functions E∗e(R, QX ,W ) and E
∗
e(R, QX ,W ) may be
interpreted as infimum/supremum fixed-composition reliability functions of the channel W , when the type of the
codewords must tend to QX .
We define by C−0 (QX ,W ) (respectively, C+0 (QX ,W )) the maximum of all rates such that E∗e(R, QX ,W )
(respectively, E∗e(R, QX ,W )) is infinite, which can be regarded as the zero-error capacity of the channel W
of fixed composition codes with codebook types which tends to QX . Fekete’s Lemma [29, Lemma 11.2] implies
that C−0 (QX ,W ) = C
+
0 (QX ,W ) and thus we will denote henceforth both quantities by C0(QX ,W ). Notice that
when W is not noiseless and QX ∈ intQ(X ), we have C0(QX ,W ) = 0, namely, C0(QX ,W ) may be strictly
positive only for types which belong to ∂Q(X ). For any QX ∈ Q(X ), we define
E−0 (QX ,W ) , lim
R↓C0(QX ,W )
E∗e(R, QX ,W ) (16)
and E+0 (QX ,W ) is defined analogously.
Unfortunately, it is a long-standing open problem to find the exact values of E∗e(R, QX ,W ) and E
∗
e(R, QX ,W )
for an arbitrary rate R ∈ [0, I(QX × W )], and it is not even known if E∗e(R, QX ,W ) = E
∗
e(R, QX ,W ) [29,
Problem 10.7]. However, the following bounds on the fixed composition reliability function are well known when
QX ∈ Pn(X ). The random coding bound [29, Theorem 10.2] is a lower bound on the infimum fixed-composition
9reliability function, given by
E∗e(R, QX ,W ) ≥ Erc(R, QX ,W ) , min
QY |X
{
D(QY |X ||W |QX) +
[
I(QX ×QY |X)−R
]
+
}
. (17)
Similarly, the expurgated lower bound [29, Problem 10.18] is given by
E∗e(R, QX ,W ) ≥ Eex(R, QX ,W ) , min
QXX˜ :QX˜=QX , I(QXX˜)≤R
{
B(QXX˜ ,W ) + I(QXX˜)− R
} (18)
where
B(QXX˜ ,W ) , EQXX˜ [dW (X, X˜)] (19)
is the Bhattacharyya distance, namely
dW (x, x˜) , − log
∑
y∈Y
√
W (y|x)W (y|x˜). (20)
The sphere packing exponent [29, Theorem 10.3] is an upper bound on the supremum fixed-composition reliability
function and given by
E
∗
e(R, QX ,W ) ≤ Esp(R, QX ,W ) , min
QY |X : I(QX×QY |X)≤R
D(QY |X ||W |QX) (21)
which is valid for rates except R∞(QX ,W ), defined as the infimum of all rates such that Esp(R, QX ,W ) <∞. An
improved upper bound on the supremum fixed-composition reliability for low rates, is the straight line bound [29,
Problem 10.30], [30, Section 3.8]. This bound is obtained by connecting the expurgated bound at R = 0, which is
known to be tight [29, Problem 10.21], with the sphere packing bound. Since specifying our results on the optimal
rate function (Section IV) and excess rate exponents (Section V) of SW codes is fairly simple and does not contribute
to intuition, we will not discuss this bound henceforth. On the same note, since Erc(R, QX ,W ) and Eex(R, QX ,W )
are not concave in QX , in general, then the error performance for a given fixed composition of type QX can be
improved by a certain time-sharing structure in the random coding mechanism. According to this structure, for each
randomly selected codeword, the block length is optimally subdivided into codeword segments that are randomly
drawn from optimally chosen types, whose weighted average (with weights proportional to the segment lengths)
conforms with the given QX . At zero-rate, the resulting expurgated error exponent is given by the upper concave
envelope (UCE) of Eex(0, QX ,W ) [29, Problem 10.22]. Nonetheless, in many cases (see discussion in [31] and [32,
Section 2]), Eex(0, QX ,W ) is already concave, and no improved bound can be obtained by taking the UCE (e.g.,
when |X |= 2, Eex(0, QX ,W ) is concave). In ordinary channel coding (without input constraints) this improvement
is usually not discussed, because the time-sharing structure does increase the maximum of Erc(R, QX ,W ) and
Eex(R, QX ,W ) over QX . However, for the utilization of channel codes as components of a SW code the value
of Erc(R, QX ,W ) and Eex(R, QX ,W ) at any given QX is of interest. Nonetheless, for the sake of simplicity of
the exposition, throughout the sequel, we will not include this time-sharing mechanism in our discussions and
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derivations, although their inclusion is conceptually not difficult.
In [18, Proposition 4] these bounds were shown to hold for any QX ∈ Q(X ) from continuity arguments. We will
use the convention that all the above bounds are formally infinite for negative rates. It can be deduced from the above
bounds [29, Corollary 10.4], that there exists a critical rate Rcr(QX ,W ) such that for R ∈ [Rcr(QX ,W ), I(QX ×
W )], Erb(R, QX ,W ) = Esp(R, QX ,W ), and consequently E∗e(R, QX ,W ) = E
∗
e(R, QX ,W ).
In Appendix B, we discuss the fixed-composition reliability functions, and obtain some of their properties, which
are required for the proof of the theorems in Section III.
III. ERROR AND EXCESS-RATE EXPONENTS
For a SW code, a trade-off exists between the error exponent Ee, the target rate R, and the excess-rate exponent
Er. In subsection III-A, we discuss informally some known results regarding error exponents of fixed-rate SW codes
and variable-rate SW codes, under an average rate constraint. We also discuss the excess-rate exponent function
that they achieve.
Then, in subsection III-B, upper bounds (converse results) will be found on the supremum error and excess-rate
exponents, and lower bounds (achievability results) on the infimum error and excess-rate exponents will be derived
for type-dependent, variable-rate SW codes. It will be apparent that the gap between the lower and upper bounds
is only due to the gap which exists, in general, between, the infimum and supremum channel reliability functions.
Thus, whenever the channel reliability functions are equal, type-dependent, variable-rate SW codes are optimal.
For this reason, as well as their intuitive plausibility, we will later analyze optimal (in a sense that will be made
precise) type-dependent, variable-rate SW codes.
A. Previous Work
For a sequence of fixed-rate SW codes S at rate R0, the excess-rate exponent function is trivially given by
Er(S,R) =


0, R ≤ R0
∞, otherwise.
(22)
Evidently, this function bears a strong dichotomy between rates below and above R0. Bounds on the error exponents
for fixed-rate SW coding were derived in [4, Theorems 2 and 3], [7, Theorem 1], [6, Theorem 2]. The analysis
is essentially based on considering each type class of the source separately. Loosely speaking, for any given
QX ∈ Pn(X ), there exists a partition of the type class Tn(QX) into bins, such that every bin corresponds to a
channel code of rate H(QX)−R0, which achieves an error exponent function E∗e(H(QX)−R0, QX , PY |X). Since
P(Tn(QX))
.
= exp [−nD(QX ||PX)], and the number of types increases only polynomially, the error exponent is
given by2
E−e (S) ≥ min
QX
{
D(QX ||PX) + E
∗
e(H(QX)− R0, QX , PY |X)
}
. (23)
2We will prove (23) rigorously in Theorem 5.
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It was observed in [18], [19] that sequences of variable-rate SW codes S may have better error exponents than
those of fixed-rate SW codes, when an average rate constraint is imposed, i.e. E[r(X)] ≤ R0. Intuitively, since
asymptotically, the average rate is only determined by the rate of types {QX} that are ‘close’ (in a sense that was
made precise in [18, Theorem 1] and [19, Theorems 1 and 2]) to the source PX , one can allocate large rates to
a-typical source blocks, transmit them uncoded using log2|X | bits, and the decoder will have zero-error for source
blocks from these type classes. The result is that for such variable-rate SW codes, the supremum error exponent
equals the conditional supremum error exponent of PX at the rate R0 assigned for source blocks with type ‘close’
to PX , namely
E+e (S) = E
∗
e(H(PX)− R0, PX , PY |X). (24)
This can be thought of as a generalization of [7, Theorem 1] to variable-rate codes under an average-rate constraint.
However, since the probability that QX would be away from PX decays with an arbitrary small error exponent, the
resulting excess-rate exponent function is given by Er(S,R) = 0 for R ≤ log|X |, which is inferior to the infinite
excess-rate exponent of fixed-rate coding for R ∈ (R0, log|X |). This excess-rate function can be improved, e.g., by
coding each of the source blocks in the ‘uncoded type classes’ with log2|Tn(QX)|≈ nH(QX) bits, and obtaining
the same error exponent (24), and the excess-rate exponent for R ∈ (R0, log|X |) will be
Er(S,R) =


0 R ≤ R0
minH(QX)≥RD(QX ||PX) R0 < R ≤ log|X |
. (25)
While this excess-rate exponent may be positive for R ∈ (R0, log|X |), it is nonetheless finite, in contrast to fixed-rate
coding (22). In this paper, we will analyze systematically the trade-off between the error and excess-rate exponents
for variable-rate codes, where the two above cases, i.e. fixed-rate and variable-rate with average rate constraint,
may be considered as two extremes of this trade-off.
Since in [18], [19] the focus was on coding the source type PX3, the essence of [18, Theorem 1] and [19,
Theorems 1 and 2] is an upper bound and a lower bound for E+e (S, PX ). Nonetheless, the proofs of these bounds
are similar for any given type QX ∈ P(X ). For the sake of completeness, and in order to establish this result in
the current setting, we include a proof of the lower bound in Appendix A.
Theorem 2 (Variation of [18, Theorem 1]). Let S be an arbitrary sequence of SW codes. Then, for everyQX ∈ P(X )
E+e (S, QX) ≤ E
∗
e(H(QX)−R(QX ;S), QX , PY |X). (26)
Also, for any QX ∈ P(X ) ∩ intQ(X ) there exists a sequence of type-dependent SW codes S∗ with rates r∗(x),
such that for any δ > 0 and sufficiently large n, we have r∗(x) ≤ R(QX ;S) + δ for all x ∈ Tn(QX) and
E−e (S
∗, QX) ≥ E
∗
e(H(QX)−R(QX ;S), QX , PY |X)− δ. (27)
3If PX 6∈ P(X ) then one can alternatively consider P ′X ∈ P(X ) arbitrarily ‘close’ to PX .
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In [18], [19], the achievability result actually obtained was
E+e (S, QX) ≥ E
∗
e(H(QX)−R(QX ;S), QX , PY |X)− δ, (28)
and (24) was proved. However, for the sake of the current setting, the statement of Theorem 2 is required, and
it based on the additional properties of optimal channel codes derived in Lemma 26 in Appendix B. The reason
is that in the proof of [18, Theorem 1] and Theorem 2 a single channel code is constructed and utilized for SW
coding of a single type QX . By contrast, when considering the more refined notion of excess rate, all types P(X )
of the source should be considered at the same time, and as a result, many channel codes should be constructed
(see the proof of Theorem 5 henceforth). Now, consider the simplified case of SW coding for just two different
types. In this case, two channel codes are required for a ‘good’ SW coding of the two types. However, if the codes
are designed to achieve the supremum reliability function, there is no guarantee that the block lengths of the codes
will match, because the limit superior might not be achieved by the same sub-sequence of block lengths for both
types. Specifically, for any given block length such that one of the codes has ‘good’ error probability (i.e., close to
the probability guaranteed by the supremum reliability function), the other code might have ‘poor’ error probability,
and vice versa. Since in order to construct a good SW code, we need to find a sequence of block lengths such that
both channel codes have good error probability, this can only be guaranteed for the lower error exponent of the
infimum reliability function. Indeed, for the infimum reliability function, good error probability is assured for all
sufficiently large block lengths, and so, when the block length is sufficiently large, both channel codes, if properly
designed, will have error probability close to the one guaranteed by the infimum reliability function.
B. Bounds on Exponents for General SW Codes
In this subsection, we derive upper and lower bounds on the error exponent and excess-rate exponent, which hold
for any sequence of variable-rate SW codes. Unlike the case of Theorem 2, the exponent bounds, in this subsection
should consider all possible types in P(X ).
Theorem 3. Let S be an arbitrary sequence of SW codes. Then,
E+e (S) ≤ inf
QX∈P(X )
{
D(QX ||PX ) + E
∗
e(H(QX)−R(QX ;S), QX , PY |X)
}
. (29)
Theorem 4. Let S be any arbitrary sequence of SW codes. Then,
Er(S,R) ≤ inf
QX∈P(X )
{D(QX ||PX) + Er(S,R, QX)} . (30)
Next, we derive an achievable error exponent and excess-rate exponent for type-dependent, variable-rate SW
codes. The proof is based on the achievability result of Theorem 2, but when considering the notion of excess-rate
exponent, attention need to be given to all types of the source.
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Theorem 5. For any given rate function ρ(QX), there exists a sequence of type-dependent, variable-rate SW codes
S such that
E−e (S) ≥ inf
QX∈P(X )
{
D(QX ||PX) + E
∗
e(H(QX)− ρ(QX), QX , PY |X)
} (31)
and
Er(S,R) ≥ inf
QX∈P(X ): ρ(QX)>R
D(QX ||PX). (32)
The proof is deferred to Appendix A, but here we provide an intuitive outline of the SW code constructed.
From Theorem 2, it is possible to construct a SW code S∗n(QX) for any given QX ∈ intQ(X ), with condi-
tional error probability converging to about exp
[
−nE∗e(H(QX)− ρ(QX), QX , PY |X)
]
. However, to obtain a SW
code which satisfies (31) for a sufficiently long block lengths, the conditional error probability should be about
exp
[
−nE∗e(H(QX)− ρ(QX)), QX , PY |X)
]
uniformly over all types. Indeed, if uniform convergence is not satisfied
then, for any given finite block length, there might be types QX such that the error probability of S∗n(QX) is still
far from its limit, and the error probability of this code may be a dominant factor in the total error probability.
Thus, we have to prove uniform convergence of the error probability. Our strategy is as follows. We choose a large
block length n0, such that the types of Pn0(X ) are good approximations for all types in P(X ), and construct good
SW codes S∗n(QX) for all QX ∈ Pn0(X ). Since |Pn0(X )| is finite, uniform convergence of the error probability of
S∗n(QX) holds. For any given n, upon observing a block from the source, we will modify it (namely, by truncating
it and altering some of its components), so that the modified source block would have a type within Pn0(X ),
and can then be encoded by one of the ‘good’ SW codes S∗n(QX). The encoded modified vector will be sent to
the decoder, along with the modification data. Then, at the decoder, the side information vector will be modified
accordingly, so it appears as resulting from the memoryless source PY |X , but conditioning on the modified source
block. Thus, the decoder of S∗n(QX) can be used to decode the modified vector, and the modification data can be
used to recover the actual source block.
Remark 6. According to Theorem 5 and the proof of the achievability part of Theorem 2, it is implicit that the
random binning exponent, defined as
min
QXY
{
D (QXY ||PXY ) +
[
R−H(QX|Y |QY )
]
+
}
. (33)
may be achieved by using permutations of a channel code which achieve the random coding exponent. However,
as is well known, for fixed-rate SW coding [2], one can achieve the error exponent by simple random binning,
i.e. assigning source blocks to bins independently, with a uniform probability distributions over the bins. As a side
result, in Appendix C, we generalize this ensemble to type-dependent, variable-rate random binning SW codes
(defined rigorously therein), and prove that (33) (with some given rate function ρ(QX) replacing R) is the exact
exponent of this ensemble; a result analogous to [33] for random channel coding.
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C. Trade-Off Between Exponents
As common in variable-rate SW coding, a trade-off exists between the error exponent and excess-rate exponent.
In the remaining part of the paper, we explore this trade-off by requiring the achievability of a certain target error
exponent Ee with maximal excess rate exponent. Theorem 5 shows that in order to achieve a target error exponent
Ee, a type-dependent, variable-rate SW code may be employed. Then, Theorems 3 and 4 provide upper bounds
which quantify the gap from optimal performance. Comparing Theorem 5 with Theorems 3 and 4, it is evident that
there might be two origins for a gap between the bounds. The first one lies in the error exponent expression, and
the second is in the excess-rate exponent. We now discuss these differences.
First, in general, it is yet to be known whether the inequality E∗e(R, QX ,W ) ≤ E
∗
e(R, QX ,W ) may be strict. Thus,
if for the minimizers in (32) and (31) a strict inequality occurs, then a gap exists between the upper and lower bounds
for the SW code4. Nonetheless, it is also well known that for R ≥ Rcr(QX ,W ), E∗e(R, QX ,W ) = E
∗
e(R, QX ,W )
is guaranteed, and so there are cases in which the upper and lower bounds coincide, especially at low target error
exponents Ee. Second, on substituting a rate function ρ(QX) of a type-dependent, variable-rate codes in (30), the
resulting upper bound is different from the lower bound of (32), only if the function
inf
QX :ρ(QX)>R
D(QX ||PX) (34)
is not left-continuous in R. As will turn out, for the class of rate functions of interest, left-continuity is satisfied,
and the upper and lower bounds coincide. Thus, from the above discussion, we conclude that type-dependent,
variable-rate SW codes are optimal for sufficiently low target error exponents Ee.
Since from Theorem 5, any target error exponent can be achieved with type-dependent, variable-rate SW codes,
and because they are provably optimal in some domain, we henceforth consider only such SW codes. We will
define optimal rate functions as follows.
Definition 7. A rate function ρ∗(QX ,Ee) is said to be inf-optimal, if for any δ > 0, there exists a sequence of
type-dependent, variable-rate SW codes S with R(QX ;S) ≤ ρ∗(QX ,Ee)+ δ and E−e (S) ≥ Ee, and for every other
rate function ρ(QX) with the above property, we have ρ∗(QX ,Ee) ≤ ρ(QX), for all QX ∈ P(X ). The sup-optimal
rate function ρ∗(QX ,Ee) is defined analogously.
Notice that by definition, we have
ρ∗(QX ,Ee) ≤ ρ
∗(QX ,Ee). (35)
In Section IV, we will obtain bounds on the optimal rate functions for any given Ee, and in Section V, we will
obtain bounds on the excess-rate performance for these optimal rate functions.
4In (32) and (31), a minimum might not be achieved. In this case, the last statement should be valid for all sequence of distributions
which achieves the infimum.
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IV. OPTIMAL RATE FUNCTIONS
In this section, we explore the optimal rate functions, for any given Ee. Before discussing specific bounds, we
characterize them using the inverse of the fixed composition reliability function.
Theorem 5 implies that for ρ∗(QX ,Ee) to be inf-optimal, we must have
Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX) +E
∗
e(H(QX)− ρ
∗(QX ,Ee), QX , PY |X) (36)
for any given QX ∈ P(X ). The following corollary is immediate from Proposition 27 in Appendix B.
Corollary 8. As a function of R, the function E∗e(R, QX ,W ) has a continuous inverse R∗(Ee, QX ,W ) across the
interval Ee ∈ [0, E−0 (QX ,W )). An analogous result holds for E∗e(R, QX ,W ).
Now, Corollary 8 immediately implies the following:
ρ∗(QX ,Ee) ≤

0, Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX)
H(QX)−R
∗(Ee −D(QX ||PX ), QX , PY |X), D(QX ||PX ) < Ee < D(QX ||PX) + E
−
0 (QX ,W )
H(QX)− C0(QX , PY |X), Ee ≥ D(QX ||PX) + E
−
0 (QX ,W ),
(37)
where E−0 (QX ,W ) is as defined in (16), and R∗(Ee −D(QX ||PX), QX , PY |X) is as defined in Corollary 8.
Similarly, Theorem 3 implies that ρ∗(QX ,Ee) cannot be sup-optimal unless
Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX) +E
∗
e(H(QX)− ρ
∗(QX ,Ee), QX , PY |X) (38)
for any given QX ∈ P(X ). Now Corollary 8 implies:
ρ∗(QX ,Ee) ≥

0, Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX)
H(QX)−R
∗
(Ee −D(QX ||PX ), QX , PY |X), D(QX ||PX ) < Ee < D(QX ||PX) + E
+
0 (QX ,W )
H(QX)− C0(QX , PY |X), Ee ≥ D(QX ||PX) + E
+
0 (QX ,W ).
(39)
In Definition 7, ρ∗(QX ,Ee) is only defined for QX ∈ P(X ). This is because the value of ρ∗(QX ,Ee) for QX ∈
Q(X )\P(X ) (any irrational PMF) has no operational meaning, and does not affect exponents (see Theorems 2,
4, and 5). Thus, for QX ∈ Q(X )\P(X ), we may arbitrarily define it as the lower semi-continuous extension of
ρ∗(QX ,Ee). Specifically, for any given QX ∈ Q(X )\P(X ) we henceforth define
ρ∗(QX ,Ee) , lim
ǫ↓0
inf
Q′X∈P(X ):||Q
′
X−QX ||≤ǫ
ρ∗(QX ,Ee), (40)
and the same convention will be used for ρ∗(QX ,Ee).
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Lemma 9. The rate function ρ∗(QX ,Ee) is regular and strictly increasing in the range
Ee ∈
(
D(QX ||PX), E
−
0 (QX ,W )
)
. (41)
The same properties hold for ρ∗(QX ,Ee).
Proof: These properties follow directly from Proposition 27 and Corollary 8.
Next, we provide specific bounds on the optimal rate functions. Generally, any bound on the reliability function
may be used, but we will focus on the random binning exponent and expurgated exponent as lower bounds to
the largest achievable exponent, and the sphere packing exponent as an upper bound. In essence, these bounds are
generalizations of the random binning bound [4, Theorem 2], [6, Theorem 2], the expurgated bound, which follows
from [6, Theorem 2], and the sphere packing bound [4, Theorem 3] for type-dependent, variable-rate SW coding.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that C0(QX , PY |X) = 0 for all QX , and so the expurgated and sphere packing
exponents are finite for every positive rate. The results are easily generalized to the case of C0(QX , PY |X) > 0.
We first need some definitions. For brevity, the dependency in QX for the defined quantities is omitted. Let
Q′Y |X , argmin
QY |X
{
I(QX ×QY |X) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
}
, (42)
Q′
X˜ |X
, argmin
QX˜|X :QX˜=QX
{
B(QX ×QX˜|X , PY |X) + I(QX ×QX˜|X)
}
, (43)
where B(QXX˜ , PY |X) is defined in (19). Next, define Ee,0 = D(QX ||PX ) as well as5
Ee,a-rb , D(QX ||PX ) +D(Q
′
Y |X ||PY |X |QX), (44)
Ee,max-rb , D(QX ||PX ) + I(QX ×Q
′
Y |X) +D(Q
′
Y |X ||PY |X |QX), (45)
Ee,a-ex , D(QX ||PX ) +B(QX ×Q
′
X˜ |X
, PY |X), (46)
Ee,max-ex , D(QX ||PX ) +B(QX ×QX , PY |X), (47)
and
Ee,max-sp , D(QX ||PX ) +D(QX × (QX × PY |X)Y ||PXY ). (48)
Also, define the sets
Arb ,
{
QY |X : D(QX ×QY |X ||PXY ) ≤ Ee
}
, (49)
Aex ,
{
QX˜|X : QX˜ = QX , Ee = D(QX ||PX) +B(QXX˜ , PY |X)
}
(50)
and let Asp , Arb.
5The subscript ‘a’ represents the word ‘affine’.
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The random binning rate function is defined as
ρrb(QX ,Ee) ,


0, Ee ≤ Ee,0
Ee +H(QX)−D(QX ||PX )
−minQY |X∈Arb
{
I(QX ×QY |X) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
}
, Ee,0 < Ee ≤ Ee,a-rb
Ee − Ee,a-rb +H(QX)− I(QX ×Q
′
Y |X), Ee,a-rb < Ee ≤ Ee,max-rb
H(QX), Ee,max-rb < Ee
(51)
and the expurgated rate function is defined as
ρex(QX ,Ee) ,


0, Ee ≤ Ee,0
Ee − Ee,a-ex +H(QX)− I(QX ×Q
′
X˜|X
), Ee,0 < Ee ≤ Ee,a-ex
H(QX)−minQX˜|X∈Aex I(QXX˜), Ee,a-ex < Ee ≤ Ee,max-ex
H(QX), Ee,max-ex > D(QX ||PX) +B(QX ×QX , PY |X)
(52)
and the sphere packing rate function is defined as
ρsp(QX ,Ee) ,


0, Ee ≤ Ee,0
H(QX)−minQY |X∈Asp I(QX ×QY |X), Ee,0 < Ee ≤ Ee,max-sp
H(QX), Ee,max-sp < Ee.
(53)
Theorem 10. For any given Ee and QX ∈ P(X )
ρsp(QX ,Ee) ≤ ρ
∗(QX ,Ee) ≤ ρ
∗(QX ,Ee) ≤ min{ρrb(QX ,Ee), ρex(QX ,Ee)}. (54)
Due to the similarity between the random binning bound and sphere packing bound, we obtain the known property
from channel coding: For any QX there exists Ee,cr(QX) such that if Ee ≤ Ee,cr(QX) we get ρrb(QX ,Ee) =
ρsp(QX ,Ee). Thus, for any required Ee, if Ee ≤ Ee,cr(QX) then the optimal rate function is exactly known.
Specifically, the right limit of the optimal rate function ρrb(QX ,Ee) at its discontinuity point Ee,0 can be easily
evaluated from (51) to be
lim
Ee↓Ee,0
ρrb(QX ,Ee) = H(QX)−D(PY |X ||Q
∗
Y |QX) (55)
where Q∗Y (y) =
∑
x∈X QX(x)PY |X(y|x). Namely, the resulting rate is the conditional entropy H(QX|Y |QY ) of
the distribution QXY = QX × PY |X . Especially, for QX = PX we have that ρrb(QX , ǫ) ≥ H(PX|Y |PY ), for all
ǫ > 0, as expected. The following lemma provides several simple properties of the rate functions ρrb(QX ,Ee),
ρex(QX ,Ee) and ρsp(QX ,Ee).
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Lemma 11. The rate functions ρrb(QX ,Ee), ρex(QX ,Ee) and ρsp(QX ,Ee) have the following properties:
• Strictly positive for Ee > Ee,0.
• Strictly increasing as a function of Ee ≥ Ee,0 and Ee ≤ Ee,max-rb (for random binning) or Ee ≤ Ee,max-ex (for
expurgated) and Ee ≤ Ee,max-sp (for sphere packing).
• Concave in Ee ∈ (Ee,0,∞).
• Regular rate functions.
As for capacity and error exponents in channel coding, the computation of the bounds on the optimal rate function
requires the solution of a non-trivial optimization problem. We defer the discussion on this matter to Section VI,
where we discuss iterative algorithms for the computation of the bounds on the optimal rate functions, as well as
their excess-rate performance. Nonetheless, in Appendix D, we provide analytic approximations for ρrb(QX ,Ee)
and ρsp(QX ,Ee) in the case of weakly correlated sources6.
V. EXCESS-RATE PERFORMANCE
In this section, we evaluate the excess-rate exponent of the optimal rate functions bounds, as defined in Section
IV. This results in lower and upper bounds on the maximal achievable excess rate exponent for a given error
exponent, and thus the characterization of the optimal trade-off between error exponent and excess-rate exponent.
Notice that for a general rate function ρ(·), and target rates R ∈ (E[r(x)],maxQX ρ(QX)), the excess-rate
exponent is strictly positive and finite. The next lemma shows that the upper bound of (30) and the lower bound
of (32) coincide for regular rate functions. Since in Lemma 11 it was shown that inf/sup optimal rate functions as
well as the random binning, expurgated and sphere packing rate functions are all regular rate functions, this means
that we have the exact expression for their excess-rate performance.
Lemma 12. For a regular rate function ρ(QX)
inf
QX :ρ(QX)>R
D(QX ||PX) = min
QX :ρ(QX)≥R
D(QX ||PX ). (56)
We now mention a few general properties of excess-rate exponents functions.
Lemma 13. Let ρ(QX) be a rate function, and Rmax , supQX ρ(QX). If ρ(QX) is regular, let R′max , supQX∈V ρ(QX).
The excess-rate exponent Er(R) for the rate function ρ(QX) has the following properties:
• Er(R) = 0 for R ∈ [0, ρ(PX )].
• Er(R) =∞ for R ∈ (Rmax,∞).
• Er(R) is increasing in [ρ(PX),Rmax]. If ρ(QX) is regular, then Er(R) is strictly increasing in [ρ(PX),R′max].
• Er(R) is continuous in [ρ(PX),Rmax] except for a countable number of points. If ρ(QX) is regular, then Er(R)
is left-continuous in [ρ(PX ),R′max].
6The expurgated bound is not very useful in this regime [30, Section 3.4].
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In the rest of the section, we assume that a target error exponent Ee is given and fixed. Thus, for brevity, we omit
the notation of the dependence of various quantities on it. We define the excess-rate exponent of the inf-optimal
rate function as
E∗r(R) , min
QX :ρ∗(QX ,Ee)≥R
D(QX ||PX), (57)
and analogously, define E∗r(R). Similarly, we define the random-binning excess-rate exponent as
Er,rb(R) , min
QX :ρrb(QX ,Ee)≥R
D(QX ||PX ), (58)
and analogously define Er,ex(R) and Er,sp(R). For a given R, we evidently have
max{Er,rb(R), Er,ex(R)} ≤ E
∗
r(R) ≤ E
∗
r(R) ≤ Er,sp(R). (59)
For some R, let the minimizer in (58) be Q∗X . Then, if ρrb(Q∗X ,Ee) = ρsp(Q∗X ,Ee), it is easy to verify that the
bounds in (59) are tight, and E∗r(R) = E∗r(R) = Er,rb(R). In other cases, one can use the upper bound at the
rate function ρ∗ub = min{ρrb(QX ,Ee), ρex(QX ,Ee)} to obtain an excess-rate exponent Er,ub(R), defined similarly
to (58). In this case, an improvement over the random-binning and expurgated excess-rate exponents is guaranteed,
as
max{Er,rb(R), Er,ex(R)} ≤ Er,ub(R). (60)
Next, we evaluate the bounds on the optimal excess-rate exponent, e.g., as in (58). However, as we have seen,
ρrb(QX ,Ee), as well as the other rate functions, are not given analytically, and performing the maximization in
(58) directly may be prohibitively complex, especially when |X | is large. Thus, we describe an indirect method to
evaluate the excess-rate bounds. For a given R, any curve Er = Er(R) may be characterized by a condition that
verifies whether the rate and excess-rate pair (R,Er) is either below or above the curve. The proof is based on the
following lemma, that introduces a rate function which is designed to achieve pointwise (R,Er), but not necessarily
Ee.
Lemma 14. Let
ρˆ(QX ;R,Er) ,


R, D(QX ||PX) < Er
R0, otherwise
. (61)
Then, if there exists R0 such that ρˆ(QX ;R,Er) achieves infimum error exponent Ee then ρ∗(QX ,Ee) achieves
infimum error exponent Ee with rate R and excess-rate exponent Er . If ρˆ(QX ;R,Er) does not achieve supremum
error exponent Ee then ρ∗(QX ,Ee) does not achieve supremum error exponent Ee with rate R and excess-rate
exponent Er.
Proof:
(⇐) Assume that ρˆ(QX ;R,Er) achieves (R,Er) with an infimum error exponent Ee. Clearly the definition of an
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optimal rate function imply that ρ∗(QX ,Ee) also achieves (R,Er).
(⇒) Assume that ρ∗(QX ,Ee) achieves (R,Er). If QX satisfies D(QX ||PX) ≥ Er then for
R0 ≥ max
QX :D(QX ||PX)≥Er
ρ∗(QX ,Ee) (62)
we get ρˆ(QX ;R,Er) ≥ ρ∗(QX ,Ee). Else, if ρˆ(QX ;R,Er) > R for some QX that satisfies D(QX ||PX) < Er, then
ρ∗(QX ,Ee) does not achieve (R,Er) using Lemma 12. Thus, we must have ρˆ(QX ;R,Er) ≥ ρ∗(QX ,Ee) for all QX
and this implies that ρˆ(QX ;R,Er) also achieves supremum error exponent Ee. It is easy to see that ρˆ(QX ;R,Er)
has excess-rate exponent Er at rate R directly from its construction and Lemma 12.
Notice that the rate function ρˆ(QX ;R,Er), introduced in the previous lemma, has only pointwise optimal excess-
rate exponent, in the sense that for the given (R,Er) it achieves the optimal trade-off between the error exponent
and excess-rate exponent. By contrast, the optimal rate functions ρ∗(QX ,Ee) and ρ∗(QX ,Ee) achieve the optimal
excess-rate exponent, at any given rate.
Define for a given (R,Er)
Γrb(t,QX , QY |X) , D(QX ||PX) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
+t ·
[
R−H(QX|Y |QY )
] (63)
erb(t) , min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QY |X
Γrb(t,QX , QY |X). (64)
and
Γex(t,QX , QX˜|X) , D(QX ||PX) +B(QXX˜ , PY |X)
+t
[
R−H(QX|X˜ |QX˜)
]
(65)
eex(t) , min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QX˜|X: QX˜=QX
Γex(t,QX , QX˜ |X). (66)
Also, define
Γsp(t,QX , QY |X) , Γrb(t,QX , QY |X) (67)
esp(t) , erb(t). (68)
Theorem 15. If
max
{
max
0≤t≤1
erb(t),max
t≥1
eex(t)
}
≥ Ee (69)
then there exists a sequence of SW codes with infimum error exponent Ee, and excess-rate exponent Er at rate R.
Conversely, if
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max
t≥0
esp(t) < Ee (70)
then there is no sequence of SW codes with supremum error exponent Ee, and excess-rate exponent Er at rate R.
Notice that the functions erb(t), eex(t) and esp(t) are concave functions of t (as pointwise minimum of linear
functions in t), and thus the maximization over t is relatively simple to perform. In addition, max0≤t≤1 erb(t),
maxt≥1 eex(t) and maxt≥0 esp(t) are non-increasing functions of Er and so for any given constraint on Ee and
target rate R, a simple line search algorithm will find Er(R) = min {Er : (R,Er) is achievable for Ee}. Thus, the
computational problem is to compute erb(t), eex(t) and esp(t), for any given t. We address this matter in Section
VI.
For the sake of comparison, we mention fixed-rate coding and coding under average rate constraint. In the case of
fixed-rate coding, to ensure an infimum error exponent of Ee one must use ρ(QX) = R0 = maxQ′X ρ
∗(Q′X ,Ee) for
all QX , and the excess-rate exponent is as in (22). For coding under average rate constraint, to ensure an infimum
error exponent of Ee one can choose ρ(PX) = ρ∗(PX ,Ee) and ρ(QX) = H(QX) otherwise, and the excess-rate
exponent is as in (25). It is also evident that if maxQ′X ρ∗(Q′X ,Ee) = ρ∗(PX ,Ee) then fixed-rate coding is optimal
and the excess rate exponent cannot be improved beyond that of fixed-rate.
VI. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS
As we have seen in Sections IV and V, in order to compute the bounds on the optimal rate functions and the
resulting excess-rate performance, some optimization problems need to be solved. In essence, since the bounds on
the optimal rate functions stem from the bounds on channel coding error exponents, any computational algorithm
for channel coding error exponents may be used, e.g. [34], [35]. However, these classical algorithms are given for
Gallager-style bounds [3], not the form of Csiszár and Körner [29], used in this paper. In addition, they form the
basis for the computational algorithm of the excess-rate performance for the random binning and sphere packing
bounds.
For the random binning and sphere packing rate functions (51),(53), it is required to compute7
vrb(PXY , QX ,Ee, η) , min
QY |X :D(QX×QY |X ||PXY )≤Ee
{
D(QY |X ||QY |QX) + η ·D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
}
, (71)
where η is 1 for (51) and 0 for (53). For expurgated rate function (52) it is required to compute8
vex(PXY , QX ,Ee) , min
QXX˜ :B(QXX˜)+D(QX ||PX)=Ee, QX=QX˜
D(QX˜|X ||QX˜ |QX). (72)
Moreover, to compute the bounds on the excess-rate performance in (64) and (66), the values of erb(PXY ,R,Er, t)
7Notice that the affine (third) term in (51) can simply be obtained by setting Ee =∞. The solution in this case is Q′Y |X .
8The affine (second) term in (52) can be handled by similar methods. The solution in this case is simply Q′
Z|X .
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Algorithm 1 Alternating minimization algorithm for the computation of vrb(PXY , QX ,Ee, η)
Input: A source PXY , a type QX , a target error exponent Ee and η ≥ 0.
Output: The value of vrb(PXY , QX ,Ee, η) and the optimal solution Q∗Y |X .
1) Initialize Q˜Y randomly such that supp(Q˜Y ) = supp(
∑
x∈X QXPY |X).
2) Iterate over the following steps until convergence:
a) Set QY |X = Mg(PY |X , Q˜Y , η1+η ). If D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) < Ee then set α = η1+η . Else, find α∗ ∈
[ η1+η , 1] that satisfies
D
(
Mg(PY |X , Q˜Y , α
∗)||PY |X |QX
)
= Ee −D(QX ||PX) (74)
and set QY |X = Mg(PY |X , Q˜Y , α∗).
b) Set Q˜Y (y) =
∑
x∈X QX(x)QY |X(y|x).
3) Let the converged variable be α∗ and Q˜∗Y . Then, set QY |X = Mg(PY |X , Q˜∗Y , α∗) in (71). Return.
and eex(PXY ,R,Er, t) need to be computed9. In this section, we provide explicit iterative algorithms to compute
vrb(PXY , QX ,Ee, η), vex(PXY , QX ,Ee) and erb(PXY ,R,Er, t), and prove their correctness. The merit of these
algorithms is that they require at most a one-dimensional optimization, regardless of the alphabet sizes |X | and |Y|.
The optimization problem of eex(PXY ,R,Er, t) is briefly discussed, and shown to be convex, rendering it feasible
to compute using generic algorithms.
Throughout, we will utilize an auxiliary PMF Q˜Y . For 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, define the geometric combination mapping
Mg(PY |X , Q˜Y , α) whose output Q´Y |X satisfies
Q´Y |X(y|x) , ψxP
α
Y |X(y|x)Q˜
1−α
Y (y), (73)
for all x ∈ X , y ∈ Y , where ψx is a normalization factor, chosen such that
∑
y∈Y Q´Y |X(y|x) = 1 for all x ∈ X .
The following algorithm provides a method to compute vrb(PXY , QX ,Ee, η).
Lemma 16. Algorithm 1 outputs vrb(PXY , QX ,Ee, η).
Algorithm 1 is presented for a specific Ee, but it is also useful if one is interested in the full curve ρrb(QX ,Ee).
To compute the second term in the random binning rate function (51) one needs to compute
min
QY |X∈Arb
I(QX ×QY |X) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) (75)
= min
QY |X
max
λ≥0
D(QY |X ||QY |QX) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
+λ
(
D(QX ||PX ) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)− Ee
) (76)
(a)
= max
λ≥0
{
λ (D(QX ||PX )− Ee) + min
QY |X
D(QY |X ||QY |QX) + (1 + λ)D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
}
(77)
where (a) is because the minimization problem is convex. The KKT optimality conditions [36, Section 5.5.3] imply
that for any given λ ∈ [0,∞) the inner minimizer Q∗Y |X(λ) of last line in (77) is also the optimal solution for (77),
9For concreteness, we have made explicit the dependence of erb(t) and eex(t) on (PXY ,R,Er).
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Algorithm 2 Alternating minimization algorithm for the computation of erb(PXY ,R,Er, t)
Input: A source PXY , a target rate R, a target excess-rate Er and t ≥ 0.
Output: The value of erb(PXY ,R,Er, t).
1) Initialize Q˜Y randomly such that supp(Q˜Y ) = Y , and set QY |X = Mg(PY |X , Q˜Y , 11+t) and compute h1 and
h2.
2) Iterate over the following steps until convergence:
a) Set QX = Mh(PX , h1, h2, 0, t). If D(QX ||PX) < Er then set λ = 0. Else, find λ∗ > 0 that satisfies
D(Mh(PX , h1, h2, λ, t)||PX ) = Er (82)
and set QX = Mh(PX , h1, h2, λ∗, t).
b) Set Q˜Y (y) =
∑
x∈X QX(x)QY |X(y|x) for all y ∈ Y , set QY |X = Mg(PY |X , Q˜Y ,
1
1+t) and compute h1
and h2.
3) Let the converged variables be λ∗ and Q˜∗Y . Set QX , QY |X in (64). Return.
whenever the error exponent constraint in Arb is given by
Ee(λ) = D(QX ||PX) +D(Q
∗
Y |X(λ)||PY |X |QX). (78)
Clearly, Algorithm 1 is suitable for the inner minimization in (77), simply by setting η = λ + 1 and Ee = ∞.
Equivalently, this means that in step 2a of the algorithm, we always set α∗ = η1+η =
λ+1
λ+2 . Otherwise stated, when
α∗ varies from 1 to 12 , the curved part of ρrb(QX ,Ee) is exhausted.
Next, Algorithm 2 provides a method to compute erb(PXY ,R,Er, t). The technique is somewhat similar to
Algorithm 1, but here an additional optimization is carried out over QX . For this algorithm, we define
h1,t(x) , D(QY |X(·|x)||PY |X(·|x)), (79)
h2,t(x) , D(QY |X(·|x)||Q˜Y ), (80)
where QY |X = Mg(PY |X , Q˜Y , 11+t), as well as the mapping Mh(PX , h1, h2, λ, t) whose output QX satisfies
QX(x) = ψ · [PX(x)]
1+λ
1+λ+t · exp
(
−
1
1 + t+ λ
· h1,t(x)−
t
1 + t+ λ
· h2,t(x)
)
, (81)
for all x ∈ X , where ψ is a normalization factor, such that
∑
x∈X QX(x) = 1.
Lemma 17. Algorithm 2 outputs erb(PXY ,R,Er, t).
Next, Algorithm 3 provides a method to compute vex(PXY , QX ,Ee). We define the Bhattacharyya mapping
MB(QX˜|X , PY |X , λ) whose output Q´X˜|X satisfies
Q´X˜|X(x˜|x) , ψxQX˜|X(x˜|x) exp
[
−λ · dPY |X (x, x˜)
] (83)
for all x, x˜ ∈ X , and ψx is a normalization constant, such that
∑
x˜∈X Q´X˜|X(x˜|x) = 1, for any x ∈ supp(QX).
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Algorithm 3 Iterative scaling algorithm for the computation of vex(PXY , QX ,Ee)
Input: A source PXY , a type QX and a target error exponent Ee.
Output: The value of vex(PXY , QX ,Ee) and the optimal solution Q∗X˜|X .
1) Initialize Q(0)
XX˜
(x, x˜) = QX(x)QX(x˜) for all x, x˜ ∈ X .
2) For k = 1, . . ., iterate over the following steps until convergence:
a) Find λ∗ ∈ R that satisfies B(QX ×MB(Q(2k−2)X˜ |X , PY |X , λ)) + D(QX ||PX) = Ee, and set Q
(2k−1)
X˜ |X
=
MB(Q
(2k−2)
X˜ |X
, PY |X , λ
∗).
b) Set Q(2k)
XX˜
= Ml(QX ×Q
(2k−1)
X˜|X
).
3) Let the converged variables be Q∗
XX˜
(x, x˜). Then, set Q∗
XX˜
(x, x˜) in (72). Return.
Similarly, define the lumping mapping Ml(QXX˜) whose output Q´XX˜ satisfies
Q´XX˜(x, x˜) = QX(x˜) ·
QXX˜(x, x˜)∑
x′∈X QXX˜(x
′, x˜)
(84)
for all x, x˜ ∈ X .
Lemma 18. Algorithm 3 outputs vex(PXY , QX ,Ee).
Finally, we discuss the computation of eex(PXY ,R,Er, t). We have
eex(PXY ,R,Er, t) = min
QX :D(QX||PX)≤Er
min
QX˜|X :(QX×QX˜|X)=QX
{
D(QX ||PX ) +B(QXX˜)
+t ·
[
R−H(QX) +D(QX˜|X ||QX˜ |QX)
]}
(85)
= min
QX :D(QX||PX)≤Er
min
QX˜|X :(QX×QX˜|X)=QX
min
Q˜X˜
{
D(QX ||PX) +B(QXX˜)
+t ·
[
R−H(QX) +D(QX˜|X ||Q˜X˜ |QX)
]}
(86)
= min
QXX˜ :D(QX ||PX)≤Er , QX=QX˜
min
Q˜X˜
{
D(QX ||PX) +B(QXX˜)
+t ·
[
R−H(QX) +D(QXX˜ ||QX × Q˜X˜)
]}
. (87)
It can be easily seen that the resulting optimization problem is convex in the variables (Q˜X˜ , QXX˜), and can be
solved by any general solver. Unfortunately, we have not been able to prove that alternating minimization algorithm
converges (and even in this event, there is no explicit solution for the optimal QXX˜ given some Q˜X˜ ).
VII. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section, we provide a simple numerical example to illustrate the bounds obtained in previous sections,
utilizing the computational algorithms of Section VI. Let the alphabets be X = {0, 1} and Y = {0, χ, 1}, PX be
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given by PX(0) = 1− PX(1) = 0.2, and PY |X be given by the following transition probability matrix
PY |X =

 0.8 0.15 0.05
0.05 0.15 0.8

 . (88)
Figure 1 shows the bounds on the optimal rate functions (in nats) for QX given by QX(0) = 1−QX(1) = 0.25
as a function of Ee. The points at which ρrb(QX ,Ee) (ρex(QX ,Ee)) becomes (respectively, ceases to be) affine
with a unity slope are indicated by a vertical lines. For small Ee, the random binning and sphere packing bounds
coincide, and so, ρ∗(QX ,Ee) = ρrb(QX ,Ee) = ρsp(QX ,Ee) = ρ∗(QX ,Ee).
Figure 2 shows the bounds on the optimal rate functions (in nats), for all possible types (indexed by QX(0)) for
Ee = 0.05 and Ee = 0.2. It can be seen that indeed this optimal function is in the form of a regular rate function,
and that for Ee = 0.05 the optimal rate function is exactly known, for all types of the source. For comparison, the
entropies H(QX) and H(Q˜X|Y |Q˜Y ) where Q˜XY = QX ×PY |X are also plotted, and the rates for PX are marked.
The bounds on the optimal excess-rate exponent are computed and plotted in Figure 3 for Ee = 0.05 and in Figure 4
for Ee = 0.2. As before, for the smaller Ee the optimal excess-rate exponent is obtained exactly, while a gap exists for
the larger Ee. It can be verified that Figure 2 and Figure 3 are consistent. For example, for Ee = 0.05 it can be seen
in Figure 2 that when the type is QX = PX , the rate is ρ∗(PX , 0.05) = ρ∗(PX , 0.05) ≈ 0.377 nats so the excess-
rate exponent is E∗r(0.377) = E
∗
r(0.377) = 0. Then, as QX(0) increases, the rate also increases, up to its maximal
value of ρ∗(Q∗X , 0.05) = ρ∗(Q∗X , 0.05) ≈ 0.4, for Q∗X(0) ≈ 0.2574. The excess-rate exponent is determined by the
divergence of this type from the true source PX , and given by E∗r(0.4) = E
∗
r(0.4) ≈ D(Q
∗
X ||PX) ≈ 10
−2
. This is
the maximal value of E∗r(R) shown in Figure 3, and for larger rates, clearly E∗r(R) =∞.
For comparison, we also consider fixed-rate coding. From Figure 3, for Ee = 0.05 we have E∗r(0.3921) = 2·10−3.
It can be found that if one uses fixed-rate coding, at rate R0 = 0.3921, for all QX then the error exponent achieved is
only Ee ≈ 0.045. Therefore, if the finite excess-rate exponent of variable-rate coding is tolerated, then this provides
an improvement in the error exponent over fixed-rate coding.
VIII. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have considered the trade-off between error and excess-rate exponents for variable-rate SW
coding. The cases of fixed-rate coding and variable-rate coding under average constraints may be considered as
two extreme points in this trade-off. In fixed-rate coding the same rate is assigned to all possible types, and so,
the maximal excess-rate exponent is achieved, but at the price of minimal error exponent. In average-rate coding,
the main concern is the coding of the true type of the source, and all other types are sent uncoded. The resulting
error exponent is maximal, but at the price of minimal excess-rate exponent. Thus, for a coding system with more
stringent instantaneous rate demands, it is necessary to lose some of the gains in error exponent of variable-rate
coding, and improve the excess-rate exponent. In this work, we have derived bounds on rate functions which achieve
the optimal trade-off, and analyzed their excess-rate performance, for a given requirement on the error exponent.
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Figure 1. Bounds on the optimal rate functions for the type QX(0.25) = 0.25.
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Figure 2. Bounds on the optimal rate functions for a given Ee.
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Figure 4. Bounds on the optimal excess-rate exponent for Ee = 0.2.
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Before we conclude, we briefly outline two possible extensions. In many practical cases, there is some uncertainty
regarding the source PXY = PX ×PY |X . Clearly, if independence between X and Y is a possible scenario, then in
this worst case, the side information y is useless (when no feedback link exists). In other cases, it may be known
that PXY ∈ F ⊂ Q(X ×Y) for some family of distributions F . In this case, a possible requirement is that the rate
function ρ(QX) will be chosen to achieve error exponent of Ee uniformly for all sources in F . With a slight change
and abuse of notation, we define, e.g. the infimum optimal rate function for the source PXY as ρ∗(QX ,Ee;PXY )
and the optimal rate function for the family F as
ρ∗(QX ,Ee;F) , max
PXY ∈F
ρ∗(QX ,Ee;PXY ). (89)
This maximization is (relatively) easy to perform if, e.g., the conditional probability PY |X is known exactly, and
in addition, a nominal P˜X is known such that the actual PX satisfies D(P˜X ||PX) ≤ U, for some given uncertainty
level U > 0 (recall Pinsker’s inequality [37, Lemma 11.6.1] and see also the discussion in [38]). A direction for
future research is to derive bounds on optimal rate functions and their excess-rate performance which are robust
for source uncertainty of various kinds.
In this paper, we have focused on the SW scenario in which the side information vector y is known exactly
to the source. Similar techniques can also be applied to the more general case of SW coding, where the side
information is also encoded. In this case, there are two encoders, sn for encoding x and s′n for encoding y, while
the central decoder σn now uses both codewords sn(x) and s′n(y). For type-dependent, variable-rate codes, two rate
functions ρX(QX) and ρY (QY ) may be defined accordingly. While bounds on the resulting error exponent may
be derived, the trade-off in this case is more complicated. First, there are two excess-rate exponents, one for each
of the decoders. Second, a trickle of coordination might be required between the two encoders in order to ensure
a required error exponent.Specifically, at least one of the encoders needs to know the current rate (or equivalently,
the type class of the current source block) of the other encoder.
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APPENDIX A
Proof of Theorem 2:
Upper bound (26): Follows exactly as in the proof of [18, Theorem 1].
Lower bound (27): The proof of the achievable bound is also very similar to the proof of [18, Theorem 1], with
a slight modification. For completeness, we provide a proof here.
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For brevity, we will omit the notation of the dependence of R(QX ;S) in S and denote it by R(QX). Assume
that QX ∈ intQ(X ), and QX ∈ Pn0(X ) for some minimal n0 ∈ N. Since the statement in (27) is only about the
conditional error exponent of the type QX , it is clear that the SW codes constructed, may only encode x ∈ Tn(QX),
and so only block lengths n mod n0 6= 0 should be considered, as otherwise Tn(QX) is empty, and the conditional
error probability is 0, by definition.
Let δ > 0 be given, and let C be a sequence of constant composition channel codes of type Q(n)X → QX ,
asymptotic rate lim infn→∞ log|Cn|n ≥ H(QX)− R(QX)−
δ
2 , which also achieves the infimum reliability function
for the channel PY |X , i.e.
lim inf
n→∞
−
1
n
log pe(Cn) ≥ E
∗
e(H(QX)−R(QX), QX , PY |X)− δ. (A.1)
From Lemma 26, it can be assumed w.l.o.g. that for n sufficiently large, whenever, n mod n0 = 0, the codebook
satisfies Cn ∈ Tn(QX). Now, assume that n is sufficiently large and that n mod n0 6= 0. From the covering lemma
[39, Section 6, Covering Lemma 2], one can find
Tn = exp
[
n
(
R(QX) + δ
)] (A.2)
permutations {πn,t}Tnt=1, such that Tn(QX) =
⋃Tn
t=1 πn,t(Cn), where πn,t(Cn) means that the same permutation πn,t(·)
operates on codewords in the codebook. Since the channel PY |X is memoryless then clearly pe(π(Cn)) = pe(Cn)
for any permutation π, since the decoder can always apply the inverse permutation on y and decode as if the
codebook is Cn. Let us define the following sequence of SW codes S∗ = {S∗n = (s∗n, σ∗n)} from the channel codes
C = {Cn = (fn, ϕn)}.
• Codebook Construction: Generate the codebook Cn and enumerate the permutations {πn,t}Tnt=1 such that
Tn(QX) =
⋃Tn
l=1 πn,t(Cn). The above information is revealed to both the encoder and the decoder off-line.
• Encoding: Upon observing x, determine its empirical distribution Qˆx. If Qˆx 6= QX the codeword is s∗n(x) = 0.
Else, find t∗(x) , min{t′ : x ∈ πn,t′(Cn(QX))}. The codeword is s∗n(x) = (1, τ(t∗(x))) where τ(t) is the
binary representation of t in ⌈log2 Tn⌉ bits.
• Decoding: If s∗n(x) = 0 then declare an error. Else, recover from s∗n(x) the permutation π = πn,t(x). Find
tˆ(y) , t∗(π(ϕn(π
−1(y))), and if tˆ(y) = t∗(x) then decode xˆ = π(ϕn(π−1(y))), and otherwise declare an
error.
The conditional average rate of S∗ satisfies lim supn→∞ E[r∗(X)|X ∈ Tn(QX)] = R(QX) + δ. Since all source
blocks in Tn(QX) are equiprobable, the conditional error probability satisfies
lim inf
n→∞
−
1
n
logP(σ∗n(s
∗
n(X),Y) 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX)) ≥ lim infn→∞
−
1
n
logP(ϕn(Y) 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX))
= E∗e(H(QX)−R(QX), QX , PY |X)− δ, (A.3)
where it should be emphasized that whenever n mod n0 6= 0 then P(σ∗n(s∗n(X),Y) 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX)) = 0 by
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convention. The result follows since δ > 0 was arbitrary. Before concluding the proof, we make the following
remark.
Remark 19. In the proof, the actual choice of the decoder was implicit since the SW codes are constructed from
channel codes. However, as is well known, the optimal decoder in terms of minimum error probability is to decode
x˜ ∈ Tn(QX) ∩ s
−1
n (sn(x)) that maximizes PX|Y(x˜|y). Since all x˜ ∈ s−1n (sn(x)) are in the type class QX ,
they have the same probability PX(x˜), so this decoding rule is equivalent to maximizing PY|X(y|x˜), which is a
maximum likelihood (ML) decoding rule. Nonetheless, there are cases in which other decoders, such as the minimum
conditional entropy decoder, also achieve the same error exponent (see Appendix C for a precise definition). This
decoder has the merit of not depending on PXY and is therefore a universal decoder.
Proof of Theorem 3: Since |Pn(X )|≤ (n+ 1)|X |, the error probability satisfies
pe(Sn) =
∑
QX∈Pn(X )
P(Tn(QX))P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX)) (A.4)
.
= max
QX∈Pn(X )
e−nD(QX ||PX) · P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX)) (A.5)
= exp
(
−n · min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D (QX ||PX)−
1
n
log P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX))
})
. (A.6)
Now, for every ǫ > 0, let Q∗X ∈ P(X ) be such that
D (Q∗X ||PX) + lim sup
n→∞
{
−
1
n
logP(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(Q
∗
X))
}
≤
inf
QX∈P(X )
{
D (QX ||PX ) + lim sup
n→∞
{
−
1
n
log P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}}
+ ǫ (A.7)
and let m0 be sufficiently large so that
sup
n>m0
{
−
1
n
log P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(Q
∗
X))
}
≤ lim sup
n→∞
{
−
1
n
log P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(Q
∗
X))
}
+ ǫ. (A.8)
Then,
E+e (S) = lim sup
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D (QX ||PX)−
1
n
logP(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}
(A.9)
= lim
m→∞
sup
n≥m
min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D (QX ||PX)−
1
n
log P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}
(A.10)
(a)
= lim
m→∞
sup
n≥m
inf
QX∈P(X )
{
D (QX ||PX)−
1
n
log P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}
(A.11)
≤ sup
n≥m0
inf
QX∈P(X )
{
D (QX ||PX)−
1
n
log P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}
(A.12)
≤ inf
QX∈P(X )
{
D (QX ||PX) + sup
n≥m0
{
−
1
n
log P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}}
(A.13)
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≤ D (Q∗X ||PX ) + sup
n>m0
{
−
1
n
logP(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(Q
∗
X))
}
(A.14)
(b)
≤ inf
QX∈P(X )
{
D (QX ||PX ) + lim sup
n→∞
{
−
1
n
log P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}}
+ 2ǫ (A.15)
(c)
≤ inf
QX∈P(X )
{
D (QX ||PX) + E
∗
e(H(QX)−R(QX ;S), QX , PY |X)
}
+ 2ǫ (A.16)
where (a) is because, by assumption, if Tn(QX) is empty then P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX)) = 0 , and (b) is from
(A.7) and (A.8). The inequality (c) is due to the upper bound of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 4: The excess-rate exponent at the target rate R is
pr(Sn,R) =
∑
QX∈Pn(X )
P(Tn(QX))P(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(QX)) (A.17)
.
= exp
(
−n · min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D(QX ||PX)−
1
n
logP(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(QX))
})
. (A.18)
Now, let ǫ > 0 be given and let m0 be sufficiently large such that
lim inf
n→∞
{
D(QX ||PX)−
1
n
logP(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}
≤ inf
n≥m0
min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D(QX ||PX) + lim inf
n→∞
{
−
1
n
logP(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}}
+ ǫ. (A.19)
Also, choose Q∗X ∈ Pn0(X ) such that
D(Q∗X ||PX ) + lim infn→∞
{
−
1
n
log P(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(Q
∗
X))
}
≤ inf
QX∈P(X )
{
D(QX ||PX) + lim inf
n→∞
{
−
1
n
logP(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}}
+ ǫ. (A.20)
Then,
Er(S,R) = lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D(QX ||PX)−
1
n
log P(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}
(A.21)
(a)
≤ inf
n≥m0
min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D(QX ||PX)−
1
n
log P(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}
+ ǫ (A.22)
(b)
≤ inf
n≥m0
{
D(Q∗X ||PX )−
1
n
logP(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(Q
∗
X))
}
+ ǫ (A.23)
= D(Q∗X ||PX) + inf
n≥m0
{
−
1
n
log P(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(Q
∗
X))
}
+ ǫ (A.24)
≤
{
D(Q∗X ||PX ) + limm→∞
inf
n≥m
−
1
n
log P(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(Q
∗
X))
}
+ ǫ (A.25)
(c)
≤ inf
QX∈P(X )
{
D(QX ||PX) + lim inf
n→∞
{
−
1
n
logP(r(X) ≥ R|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}}
+ 2ǫ
where (a) is due to (A.19), (b) is because there exists l ∈ N so that l ·n0 > m0 and then Q∗X ∈ Pn0(X ) ⊂ Pl·n0(X ),
and (c) is due to (A.20). As ǫ > 0 is arbitrary we get the desired result.
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Proof of Theorem 5: We will use the following two lemmas:
Lemma 20. Let QX , Q′X ∈ Pn(X ) and assume that10 ||QX −Q′X ||= 2d
∗
n where d
∗ > 0. If x ∈ Tn(QX) then
min
z∈Tn(Q′X)
dH(x, z) ≤ d
∗. (A.26)
Proof of Lemma 20: We prove this Lemma by modifying the vector x ∈ Tn(QX) into a vector x′ ∈ Tn(Q′X)
by less than d∗ letter substitutions. Clearly, for some letters x−1 , x
+
1 ∈ X we have QX(x
−
1 ) < Q
′
X(x
−
1 ) and
QX(x
+
1 ) > Q
′
X(x
+
1 ). Find an index i1 such that the ith entry of x is x
+
1 and change it to x
−
1 . Denote the resulting
vector by x1, and let its type by Q(1)X . If, Q
(1)
X = Q
′
X then we have found a vector x′ ∈ Tn(Q′X) such that
dH(x,x
′) ≤ 1 ≤ d∗ and thus we are done. Otherwise, we have
||Q′X −Q
(1)
X ||=
2(d∗ − 1)
n
. (A.27)
In this case, repeat the same steps for x1, and at each step, the variation distance between Q′X and Q
(k)
X decreases
by 2n . Thus, after at most d
∗ stages, a vector x(d∗) ∈ Tn(Q′X) is found, such that dH(x,x′) ≤ d∗.
Lemma 21. Let QX ∈ Pn(X ) and x ∈ Tn(QX). For 1 ≤ k < n we have
||Qˆx − Qˆx(1:n−k)||< |X |·
k
n − k
. (A.28)
Proof of Lemma 21: For any given letter x ∈ X , we denote Qˆx(x) = mn , and analyze
|Qˆx(x)− Qˆx(1:n−k)(x)|. (A.29)
The largest difference possible is either when x(i) = x for min{k,m} letters out of n−k+1 ≤ i ≤ n or x(i) 6= x
for all n− k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In the former case, when m ≥ k, then
|Qˆx(x)− Qˆx(1:n−k)(x)| =
∣∣∣∣mn − m− kn− k
∣∣∣∣ = mn − m− kn− k (A.30)
<
m
n
−
m− k
n
<
k
n− k
(A.31)
and when m < k then
|Qˆx(x)− Qˆx(1:n−k)(x)| =
∣∣∣∣mn − 0n− k
∣∣∣∣ = mn (A.32)
<
k
n
<
k
n− k
. (A.33)
In the later case
|Qˆx(x)− Qˆx(1:n−k)(x)| =
∣∣∣∣mn − mn− k
∣∣∣∣ = mn− k − mn (A.34)
10For two different types in Pn(X ), the minimal variation distance is 2n .
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≤
m
n− k
−
m− k
n− k
=
k
n− k
. (A.35)
The result follows by summing over x ∈ X .
We can now prove Theorem 5. Let ǫ > 0 be given, and find n0 sufficiently large such that for any Q′X ∈ P(X )
there exists QX ∈ Pn0(X ) ∩ intQ(X ) such that ||QX −Q′X ||≤
ǫ
2 . For a given pair of vectors x,x
′ ∈ X n, define
the binary vector ∆xx′ ∈ {0, 1}n where
∆xx′(i) =


1, x(i) 6= x′(i)
0, x(i) = x′(i)
(A.36)
and also define Hxx′ = {i : x(i) 6= x′(i)}. Also let n1 = n0ǫ+ 2n0|X |. We construct the following SW codes S
for all n > max{n0, n1}:
• Codebook Construction:
– Compute k∗(n) ,
⌊
n
n0
⌋
.
– Assign a binary string τ1(QX) for each type in QX ∈ Pn(X ).
– Assign a binary string τ2(a) for each letter x ∈ X . For any vector x ∈ Xm, define
τ2(x) , (τ2(x(1)), . . . , τ2(x(m))). (A.37)
– Assign a binary string τ3(b) for each binary vector b ∈ {0, 1}n such that dH(0,b) ≤ ⌈nǫ2 ⌉, where 0 is
the all-zero vector of length n.
– Construct the SW codes S∗k∗(n)·n0(QX) = (s
∗
k∗(n)·n0,QX
, σ∗k∗(n)·n0,QX) of rate ρ(QX) as in Theorem 2, for
all QX ∈ Pn0(X ) ∩ intQ(X ).
– For any given QX ∈ Pn(X ) find
Φǫ(QX) , argmin
Q′X∈Pn0(X )∩intQ(X )
||QX −Q
′
X ||. (A.38)
The above information is revealed to both the encoder and the decoder off-line.
• Encoding: Upon observing x, determine its empirical distribution Qˆx and find
w = argmin
w∈Tk∗(n)·n0 (Φǫ(Qˆx))
dH(x(1 : k
∗(n) · n0),w). (A.39)
Let x′ = x(1 : k∗(n) · n0), and encode the source block x as:
sn(x) = (τ1(Qˆx), τ2(w(Hx′w), τ2(x(Hx′w)), τ3(∆x′w), τ2(x(k
∗(n) · n0 + 1 : n)), s
∗
k∗(n)·n0,QX
(w)). (A.40)
• Decoding: Upon observing y and sn(x):
– From sn(x), recover Qˆx and determine Φǫ(Qˆx). Recover ∆x′w, w(Hx′w),x(Hx′w), and x(k∗(n) ·n0+1 :
n).
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– Generate a vector y′ ∈ Yk∗(n)·n0 as follows: For any index 1 ≤ i ≤ k∗(n) · n0. If ∆x′w(i) = 0 then set
y′(i) = y(i). Otherwise, draw y′(i) according to the conditional distribution PY |X(·|w(i)).
– Decode
wˆ = σ∗
k∗(n)·n0,Φǫ(Qˆx)
(
s∗
k∗(n)·n0,Φǫ(Qˆx)
(w),y′
)
. (A.41)
– The decoded source block is
xˆ(i) =


wˆ(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ k∗(n) · n0, ∆x′w(i) = 0
x(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ k∗(n) · n0, ∆x′w(i) = 1
x(i), k∗(n) · n0 + 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(A.42)
To prove that such coding is possible, notice that from Lemma 21 and the fact that n > n1, we have
||Qˆx′ − Qˆx||≤
ǫ
2
(A.43)
and by the triangle inequality
||Qˆx′ − Qˆw||≤ ||Qˆx′ − Qˆx||+||Qˆx − Qˆw||≤
ǫ
2
+
ǫ
2
= ǫ. (A.44)
Thus, Lemma 20 implies that
dH(∆x′w,0) = dH(x
′,w) ≤
⌈nǫ
2
⌉
. (A.45)
Let us now analyze the resulting asymptotic error probability of S . For any given δ > 0
E−e (S)
(a)
= lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D (QX ||PX)−
1
n
log P(Xˆ 6= X|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}
(A.46)
(b)
= lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D (QX ||PX) +
−
1
n
logP(Wˆ 6= W|W ∈ Tk∗(n)·n0(Φǫ(QX)))
}
(A.47)
= lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D (QX ||PX) +
−
k∗(n) · n0
n
1
k∗(n) · n0
log P(Wˆ 6= W|W ∈ Tk∗(n)·n0(Φǫ(QX)))
}
(A.48)
(c)
≥ lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D (QX ||PX) +
E∗e(H(Φǫ(QX))− ρ(Φǫ(QX)),Φǫ(QX), PY |X)− δ
}
(A.49)
(d)
≥ lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D (Φǫ(QX)||PX ) +
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E∗e(H(Φǫ(QX))− ρ(Φǫ(QX)),Φǫ(QX), PY |X)− δ − δ1
}
(A.50)
= lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn0(X )
{
D (Φǫ(QX)||PX) +
E∗e(H(Φǫ(QX))− ρ(Φǫ(QX)),Φǫ(QX), PY |X)− δ − δ1
}
(A.51)
= lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn0(X )
{
D (QX ||PX) + E
∗
e(H(QX)− ρ(QX), QX , PY |X)− δ − δ1
}
(A.52)
= min
QX∈Pn0 (X )
{
D (QX ||PX) + E
∗
e(H(QX)− ρ(QX), QX , PY |X)− δ − δ1
}
(A.53)
≥ inf
QX∈P(X )
{
D (QX ||PX ) + E
∗
e(H(QX)− ρ(QX), QX , PY |X)− δ − δ1
}
(A.54)
where the passages are explained as follows:
• Equality (a) is as in (A.4)-(A.6). Notice that the error event {Xˆ 6= X} in this equation is for the code Sn.
• Equality (b) is because an error xˆ 6= x occurs only when the decoder σ∗k∗(n)·n0,Φǫ(QX) makes an error, since
the vector v is generated memorylessly according to PY |X , conditioned on w. Notice that the error event
{Wˆ 6= W} in this equation and the following is for the code S∗k∗(n)·n0(Φǫ(QX)).
• Inequality (c) is because there exists n2 sufficiently large, such that for all n > n2 the error probability of the
decoder σ∗k∗(n)·n0,Φǫ(QX) satisfies
−
k∗(n) · n0
n
1
k∗(n) · n0
logP(Wˆ 6= W|W ∈ Tk∗(n)·n0(Φǫ(QX)))
≥ E∗e(H(QX)− ρ(QX), QX , PY |X)− δ
uniformly for all QX ∈ Pn0(QX) (notice also that k
∗(n)·n0
n → 1 as n→∞).
• Inequality (d) is because D(QX ||PX ) is a continuous function of QX in Q(X ) (as supp(PX) = X ), and thus
uniformly continuous, and where δ1 > 0 and δ1 ↓ 0 as ǫ ↓ 0.
Regarding the rate, observe that the resulting codes of S are type-dependent, variable-rate SW codes, since
S∗k∗(n)·n0(QX) are such. Let us analyze the total rate required to encode x ∈ QX :
• Since |Pn(X )|≤ (n+ 1)|X | then for n sufficiently large.
1
n
|τ1(Qˆx)|≤
|X |
n
· log(n+ 1) ≤ δ (A.55)
• Encoding of all possible binary vectors b ∈ {0, 1}n−k∗(n)n0 such that dH(0,b) ≤ ⌈nǫ2 ⌉ requires a rate of [37,
Chapter 13.2]
1
n
|τ3(∆x′w)|≤ hB
( ǫ
2
)
+ δ (A.56)
for n sufficiently large.
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• Encoding the components of x(Hx′w) and w(Hx′w) letter-wise with zero error, requires a rate
1
n
|τ2(w(Hx′w))|+
1
n
|τ2(x
′(Hx′w))|≤ 2 ·
ǫ
2
log|X |+
2
n
≤ ǫ log|X |+δ (A.57)
for n sufficiently large.
• Encoding the components of x(k∗(n) · n0 + 1 : n) letter-wise with zero error, requires a rate of
1
n
|τ2(x(k
∗(n) · n0 + 1 : n))|≤
(
n− k∗(n)n0
n
)
· log|X |≤ δ (A.58)
for n sufficiently large.
• By construction, S∗k∗(n)·n0,Φǫ(QX) is a type-dependent, variable-rate SW code of rate ρ(Φǫ(QX)) and thus for
sufficiently large n
1
n
∣∣∣s∗k∗(n)·n0,Φǫ(QX)(w)
∣∣∣ ≤ k∗(n) · n0
n
ρ(Φǫ(QX)) + δ (A.59)
uniformly over QX .
Thus, for sufficiently large n, the resulting total rate for coding x ∈ QX is less than ρ(Φǫ(QX)) + ̺ where
̺ = hB
( ǫ
2
)
+ ǫ log|X |+5δ. (A.60)
The resulting excess-rate exponent is
Er(S,R+ ̺)
(a)
= lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn(X )
{
D(QX ||PX)−
1
n
log P(r(X) ≥ R+ ̺|X ∈ Tn(QX))
}
(b)
= lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn(X ): ρ(Φǫ(QX))≥R
D(QX ||PX) (A.61)
(c)
≥ lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn(X ): ρ(Φǫ(QX))≥R
D(Φǫ(QX)||PX)− δ1 (A.62)
= lim inf
n→∞
min
QX∈Pn0 (X ): ρ(Φǫ(QX))≥R
D(Φǫ(QX)||PX )− δ1 (A.63)
= min
QX∈Pn0(X ): ρ(QX)≥R
D(QX ||PX)− δ1 (A.64)
≥ inf
QX∈P(X ): ρ(QX)≥R
D(QX ||PX)− δ1 (A.65)
where (a) is as in (A.17)-(A.18), (b) is because the codes Sn are type-dependent, variable-rate codes which assign
rate ρ(Φǫ(QX))+̺ to the type QX , and (c) is again by the uniform continuity of D(QX ||PX) in Q(X ). We obtain
the desired result by taking δ ↓ 0 and then ǫ ↓ 0.
Before completing the proof, we make the following two remarks.
Remark 22. The vector actually coded is w (A.39), not the original source block x. Thus, after modifying x to
w, the distribution of w may not be uniform within its type class (even when conditioned on the event that x
belongs to some type class), which might affect (A.47). There are two possibilities to circumvent this11. The first is
to use common randomness at the encoder and decoder, and to generate a uniformly random permutation. Prior to
11This matter was not addressed in the body of the proof in order not to over-complicate it.
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encoding, the source block x is permuted, and the decoder simply applies the inverse permutation after decoding. In
this case, the uniform distribution of w is assured. The second possibility is to construct the SW codes from channel
codes (as was done in Theorem 2) which have maximal error probability according to the reliability function (see
(A.1)), and not just the average error probability. As is well known, such a channel code can be generated from a
good average error probability codebook, by simply expurgating the worst half of the codebook. The rate loss is
negligible, and here too, good error probability is assured uniformly over w in the type class.
Remark 23. In the proof above, the actual decoders σ∗n,QX of S
∗
n(QX) were not specified, and any decoder which
achieves the error exponent for the underlying channel code can be used. Thus, in the proof of 5, a randomized
decoder was required, in order to mimic the channel operation PY |X for the vector w. However, this might not
be required if σ∗n,QX is more specific. For example, if the decoder σ
∗
n,QX
is the ML decoder, then instead of
drawing y′(i) according to the conditional distribution PY |X(·|w(i)), it can be simply set to the letter with maximal
likelihood, i.e., y′(i) = argmaxy∈Y PY |X(y|w(i)). This only improves the error probability, and thus the results
of Theorem 5 remain valid.
Proof of Theorem 10: The proof is divided into three parts, one for each of the bounds.
Random binning bound: From Theorem 5, we may clearly assume that ρrb(QX ,Ee) ≤ H(QX), as otherwise the
random coding bound in (17) is infinite, and Ee is trivially achieved. Now, from the random coding bound in (17),
the condition in (36) will be satisfied for a rate function ρrb(QX ,Ee) which satisfies
Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX) + min
QY |X
D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) +
[
ρrb(QX ,Ee)−H(QX|Y |QY )
]
+
. (A.66)
Clearly, if Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX), no actual constraint is imposed on the rate, and (A.66) is satisfied even for
ρrb(QX ,Ee) = 0. Otherwise, (A.66) is equivalent to
Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX) + min
QY |X
max
0≤λ≤1
D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) + λ
[
ρrb(QX ,Ee)−H(QX|Y |QY )
] (A.67)
or
ρrb(QX ,Ee) ≥ max
QY |X
min
0≤λ≤1
[
Ee −D(QXY ||PXY )
λ
+H(QX|Y |QY )
]
(A.68)
= max
QY |X∈A
[
Ee −D(QX ||PX)−D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) +H(QX|Y |QY )
] (A.69)
which directly leads to the second term in (51). For the third term in (51), let us notice that for Ee ≥ D(QX ||PX)+
D(Q′Y |X ||PY |X |QX) we have that ρrb(QX ,Ee) is affine with slope 1. Indeed, using (51) we get for Ee >
D(QX ||PX )
ρrb(QX ,Ee) ≥ Ee +H(QX) (A.70)
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−D(QX ||PX)−
{
I(QX ×Q
′
Y |X) +D(Q
′
Y |X ||PY |X |QX)
}
and for Ee ≥ D(QX ||PX) +D(Q′Y |X ||PY |X |QX) equality is achieved since Q
′
Y |X ∈ Arb. For the fourth term in
(51), notice that the minimal Ee such that ρrb(QX ,Ee) = H(QX) is given by
Ee = D(QX ||PX) + I(QX ×Q
′
Y |X) +D(Q
′
Y |X ||PY |X |QX). (A.71)
Expurgated bound: From Theorem 5, we may clearly assume that ρex(QX ,Ee) ≤ H(QX), as otherwise the
expurgated bound in (18) is infinite, and Ee is trivially achieved. Now, from the expurgated bound in (18), the
condition in (36) will be satisfied for a rate function ρex(QX ,Ee) which satisfies
Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX) + min
QX˜|X :QX˜=QX ,ρex(QX ,Ee)≤H(QX|X˜ |QX˜)
{
B(QXX˜ , PY |X) + ρex(QX ,Ee)−H(QX|X˜ |QX˜)
}
.
(A.72)
Clearly, if Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX) then ρex(QX ,Ee) = 0. Now, (A.72) is equivalent to
Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX ) + min
QX˜|X :QX˜=QX
max
λ≥0
{
B(QXX˜ , PY |X) + (1 + λ)
[
ρex(QX ,Ee)−H(QX|X˜ |QX˜)
]}
or equivalently,
ρex(QX ,Ee) ≥ max
QX˜|X :QX˜=QX
min
λ≥0
Ee −D(QX ||PX)−B(QXX˜ , PY |X)
1 + λ
+H(QX|X˜ |QX˜) = max{v1, v2} (A.73)
where
v1 , max
QX˜|X : Ee−D(QX ||PX)≤B(QXX˜ ,PY |X)
min
λ≥0
Ee −D(QX ||PX)−B(QXX˜ , PY |X)
1 + λ
+H(QX|X˜ |QX˜) (A.74)
= max
QX˜|X : Ee−D(QX ||PX)≤B(QXX˜ ,PY |X)
Ee −D(QX ||PX)−B(QXX˜ , PY |X) +H(QX|X˜ |QX˜), (A.75)
and
v2 , max
QX˜|X : Ee−D(QX ||PX)≥B(QXX˜ ,PY |X)
min
λ≥0
Ee −D(QX ||PX)−B(QXX˜ , PY |X)
1 + λ
+H(QX|X˜ |QX˜) (A.76)
= max
QX˜|X : Ee−D(QX ||PX)≥B(QXX˜ ,PY |X)
H(QX|X˜ |QX˜) (A.77)
and in both the maximization problems of v1 and v2, the constraint QX = (QX ×QX˜|X)X˜ is also imposed. Notice
that the maximizer of H(QX|X˜ |QX˜) under the constraint QX˜ = QX , is given by QXX˜ = QX ×QX˜ = QX ×QX .
We now have two cases, depending whether Ee −D(QX ||PX)−B(QX ×QX , PY |X) ≤ 0 or Ee −D(QX ||PX )−
B(QX ×QX , PY |X) > 0. In the first case, Ee −D(QX ||PX)−B(QX ×QX , PY |X) ≤ 0 and then the solution of
v2 must be on the boundary of the constraint set (as this optimization problem is concave), i.e.
v2 = max
QX˜|X :QX˜=QX , Ee−D(QX ||PX)−B(QXX˜ ,PY |X)=0
H(QX|X˜ |QX˜) ≤ v1 (A.78)
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So, for this case
ρex(QX ,Ee) = Ee +H(QX)−D(QX ||PX )
− min
QX˜|X :QX˜=QX , Ee−D(QX ||PX)−B(QXX˜ ,PY |X)≤0
{
B(QXX˜ , PY |X) + I(QXX˜)
}
. (A.79)
Now, for Ee ≤ Ee,a-ex we have
ρex(QX ,Ee) ≥ Ee +H(QX)−D(QX ||PX )− min
QX˜|X :QX˜=QX
{
B(QXX˜ , PY |X) + I(QXX˜)
} (A.80)
and for Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX) + B(QX × Q′X˜|X , PY |X) equality is achieved since Q
′
X˜|X
∈∈ Aex. Thus, the second
term in (52) follows. For the third term, we must have that the constraint in (A.79) is satisfied with an equality.
In the second case, Ee −D(QX ||PX)−B(QX ×QX , PY |X) ≥ 0 and then v2 ≥ v1 and the fourth term in (52) is
obtained.
Sphere packing bound: From Theorem 3, we may clearly assume that ρsp(QX ,Ee) ≤ H(QX), as otherwise the
sphere packing bound in (21) is infinite, and the upper bound on the error exponent is trivial. From Theorem 3 and
the sphere packing bound in (21), the condition in (36) will be not be satisfied unless that rate function ρsp(QX ,Ee)
satisfies
Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX ) + min
QY |X : ρsp(QX ,Ee)≤H(QX|Y |QY )
D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX). (A.81)
Clearly, if Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX) then ρex(QX ,Ee) = 0. Otherwise,
Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX) + min
QY |X
max
λ≥0
D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) + λ
(
ρsp(QX ,Ee)−H(QX|Y |QY )
) (A.82)
which is equivalent to
ρsp(QX ,Ee) ≥ max
QY |X
min
λ≥0
Ee −D(QX ||PX)−D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
λ
+H(QX|Y |QY )
= max
QY |X :D(QX ||PX)+D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)≤Ee
H(QX|Y |QY )
which directly leads to the second term in (53). For the third term in (53), let us find the minimal Ee such that
ρsp(QX ,Ee) = H(QX), or equivalently
min
QY |X∈A
I(QX ×QY |X) = 0. (A.83)
Obviously, for minimal Ee with this property, the inequality in A must be achieved with an equality, and so
min
D(QX×QY |X ||PXY )=Ee
I(QX ×QY |X) = 0. (A.84)
Thus, using Lemma 34, the minimal Ee is given by
min
QY
D(QX ×QY ||PXY ) = D(QX × (QX × PY |X)Y ||PXY ). (A.85)
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Proof of Lemma 11: Most of the properties can be immediately obtained, and so we only provide the less
trivial proofs.
• Positivity: For ρrb(QX ,Ee), observe that if Ee > D(QX ||PX) then to satisfy (A.66) for QY |X = PY |X , we
must have ρrb(QX ,Ee) > H(QX|Y |QY ), where here QX|Y is induced from QX×PY |X . If H(QX|Y |QY ) > 0
then we are done. Else, slightly alter QY |X from PY |X such that D(QX ||PX) + D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) < Ee
but H(QX|Y |QY ) > 0. For ρex(QX ,Ee), observe that if Ee > D(QX ||PX ) then
ρex(QX ,Ee) = H(QX)− min
QX˜|X∈Aex
I(QXX˜) (A.86)
and ρex(QX ,Ee) = 0 iff I(QXX˜) = H(QX), namely, the channel QX˜ |X is noiseless, X = X˜ with probability
1. However, for this channel B(QXX˜ , PY |X) = 0 < Ee−D(QX ||PX), and so the constraint QX˜ |X ∈ A is not
satisfied. Thus, ρex(QX ,Ee) > 0.
• Monotonicity: For ρex(QX ,Ee), notice that from (52), we have
ρex(QX ,Ee) = H(QX)− min
QX˜|X∈A
I(QXX˜). (A.87)
Now, since I(QXX˜) is a convex function of QX˜ |X and its minimizer QX ×QX is outside the set
A′ ,
{
QX˜|X : QX˜ = QX , Ee ≥ D(QX ||PX) +B(QXX˜ , PY |X)
}
(A.88)
then we also have
ρex(QX ,Ee) = H(QX)− min
QX˜|X∈A
′
I(QXX˜) (A.89)
and the solution is always on the boundary. Since the set A′ is strictly increasing as a function of Ee, the
result follows.
• Concavity: Can be verified using Lemma 31 (Appendix E).
• Regularity: Obtained by letting V = {QX : D(QX ||PX ) < Ee}.
Proof of Lemma 12: This can be proved if we show that the infimum of infQX :ρ(QX)≥RD(QX ||PX) is attained,
and that the function minQX :ρ(QX)≥RD(QX ||PX) is left-continuous in R. We begin by showing that the infimum of
infQX :ρ(QX)≥RD(QX ||PX) is attained. Recall that ρ(QX) is regular, and so there exists a d > 0 such that ρ(QX)
is continuous in V = {QX ∈ Q(X ) : D(QX ||PX) < d}, and equals a constant ρ(QX) = R0, for QX ∈ Vc. Thus,
inf
QX :ρ(QX)≥R
D(QX ||PX) = min
{
inf
QX∈V :ρ(QX)≥R
D(QX ||PX), min
QX∈Vc:ρ(QX)≥R
D(QX ||PX)
}
(A.90)
and so, if infQX :ρ(QX)≥RD(QX ||PX) is not attained, then the infimum of infQX∈V :ρ(QX)≥RD(QX ||PX ) is not
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attained for some QX ∈ V , and so
inf
QX∈V :ρ(QX)≥R
D(QX ||PX ) = d. (A.91)
However, in this case, there also must exist a sequence Q(n)X ∈ V such that ρ(Q
(n)
X ) → R and ρ(Q
(n)
X ) > R. But
since D(Q(n)X ||PX ) < d this is a contradiction that d = infQX∈V :ρ(QX)≥RD(QX ||PX).
Now, to show left continuity of minQX :ρ(QX)≥RD(QX ||PX) as a function of R, let δ > 0 be given. For any
ǫ > 0 we clearly have
min
QX :ρ(QX)≥R−ǫ
D(QX ||PX) ≤ min
QX :ρ(QX)≥R
D(QX ||PX ) = D(Q
∗
X ||PX). (A.92)
To obtain the reversed inequality, we divide the proof into two cases, depending on whether Q∗X ∈ V or not.
Case 1: Q∗X ∈ V . Recall that ρ(QX) is continuous and finite inside the interior of V , and D(QX ||PX) is a
continuous function of QX . Now, we may define for any QX ∈ V such that ρ(QX) ≥ R, the closed neighborhood
D(QX ,R, δ) ,
{
Q˜X : D(Q˜X ||PX) ≥ D(QX ||PX)− δ
}
∩ V . (A.93)
Also, we may define the set
V ′(R) ,
{
QX ∈ ∂V : lim
Q˜X→QX
ρ(Q˜X) = R
}
(A.94)
where ∂V = V\V is the boundary of V , and for any QX ∈ V ′(R)
D′(QX ,R, δ) , {QX} ∪ D(QX ,R, δ). (A.95)
Now, consider the set
U , V\




⋃
{QX∈V ′(R)}
D′(QX ,R, δ)

 ∪


⋃
{QX∈V :ρ(QX)≥R}
D(QX ,R, δ)



 (A.96)
and let R′ , supQX∈U ρ(QX). Then we must have R
′ < R. To see this, assume conversely, that R′ = R and let
QX achieve the maximum, namely, ρ(QX) = R. Now, either QX ∈ V or the supremum is not attained, but both
cases lead to contradiction. Indeed, if the supremum is attained at some QX ∈ V then D(QX ,R, δ) /∈ U and so
QX 6∈ U which is a contradiction. Otherwise, there exists a sequence Q
(n)
X ∈ U such that ρ(Q
(n)
X ) → R. Assume
that an arbitrary convergent sub-sequence of Q(n)X converges to QX ∈ V . But, the definition of D′(QX ,R, δ) and
the continuity of D(QX ||PX) in V imply that for any sufficiently large n we must have Q
(n)
X 6∈ U , which is a
contradiction. Now, consider two sub-cases:
1) R > R0. If we choose ǫ ≤ min{R − R′,R− R0} we have
min
QX :ρ(QX)≥R−ǫ
D(QX ||PX) ≥ min
V\U
D(Q˜X ||PX) ≥ D(Q
∗
X ||PX)− δ (A.97)
since the left most minimization is over a smaller set.
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2) R ≤ R0. Since Q∗X is the minimizer for the right hand side of (56) then
min
Q˜X∈Vc
D(Q˜X ||PX) ≥ D(Q
∗
X ||PX ) (A.98)
and if we choose ǫ ≤ R− R′ we also have
min
QX :ρ(QX)≥R−ǫ
D(QX ||PX ) ≥ min
Q˜X∈Vc∪V\U
D(Q˜X ||PX) ≥ D(Q
∗
X ||PX )− δ. (A.99)
Case 2: Q∗X ∈ Vc. In this case we clearly have R0 ≥ R and
inf
QX :ρ(QX)≥R
D(QX ||PX) = d. (A.100)
Now, if we let R , supQX∈V ρ(QX), then either this supremum is not attained or R < R. To see this, assume
conversely, that the supremum is attained by some QX ∈ V and also R ≥ R. Then this implies
inf
QX :ρ(QX)≥R
D(QX ||PX ) ≤ D(QX ||PX ) ≤ d (A.101)
which is a contradiction. Now, we have two sub-cases:
1) If R < R, we can choose ǫ = R− R > 0 and obtain
min
QX :ρ(QX)≥R−ǫ
D(QX ||PX) ≥ D(Q
∗
X ||PX). (A.102)
2) Otherwise, suppose that supQX∈V ρ(QX) is not attained and R ≥ R. If R > R then there exists a sequence
Q
(n)
X ∈ V such that ρ(Q
(n)
X ) → R, and so there exists n0 such that ρ(Q
(n)
X ) > R which contradicts the
optimality of Q∗X , and so we must have R = R. In this case, ρ(QX) < R for all QX ∈ V , so define
W , {QX ∈ Q(X ) : D(QX ||PX) ≤ d− δ} (A.103)
and let R′ , maxQX∈W ρ(QX), where clearly R′ < R. Then, for ǫ = R− R′ > 0
min
QX :ρ(QX)≥R−ǫ
D(QX ||PX) ≥ d− δ = D(Q
∗
X ||PX)− δ. (A.104)
To conclude, in both cases, for any given δ > 0 we can find ǫ > 0 such that
min
QX :ρ(QX)≥R−ǫ
D(QX ||PX) ≥ D(Q
∗
X ||PX)− δ. (A.105)
This means that minQX :ρ(QX)≥RD(QX ||PX) is left-continuous as a function of R, and the desired result is obtained.
Proof of Lemma 13:
• Zero value domain: This follows directly from Theorem 4.
• Infinite value domain: This follows directly from the excess-rate exponent bound of Theorem 5.
• Monotonicity: The first statement follows directly from the definition (9). When ρ(QX) is regular, we may use
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(56). Now, let Q∗X be any minimizer of (56), for a given R < R′max. We begin by showing that ρ(Q∗X) = R.
Assume conversely, that ρ(Q∗X) > R. Since R < R′max then the same arguments that were used in the proof
of Lemma 12 show that Q∗X ∈ V . Now, consider
Qα,X = (1− α)PX + αQ
∗
X . (A.106)
Since ρ(QX) is continuous in V , then the intermediate value theorem implies that α < 1 must exist such
that ρ(Qα,X) = R. Using Lemma 30, we have that D(Qα,X ||PX) < D(Q∗X ||PX) which contradicts the fact
that Q∗X is a minimizer of (56). Now, let M(R) be the collection of all minimizers of (56), such that for all
QX /∈ M(R) we have either D(QX ||PX) > D(Q∗X ||PX ) or ρ(QX) < R. Thus, for any R1 > R we have
min
QX : ρ(QX)≥R1
D(QX ||PX) > D(Q
∗
X ||PX). (A.107)
• Continuity: The first statement follows from the fact that monotonic functions are continuous except for a
countable number of points (Froda’s theorem). The proof of the second is a part of the proof of Lemma 12.
Proof of Theorem 15: For any given (R,Er) we may use the condition of Lemma 14. Notice that ρˆ(QX ;R,Er)
is a regular rate function, and so the excess-rate exponent in Lemma 12 is applicable. The proof is divided into
three parts, one for each of the bounds.
Random binning bound: From Theorem 5 and the random coding bound in (17), the rate function ρ(QX ;R,Er)
will achieve infimum error exponent Ee if
Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX ) + min
QY |X
{
D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) +
[
ρ(QX ;R,Er)−H(QX|Y |QY )
]
+
}
(A.108)
for all QX . Now, choosing R0 sufficiently large, this condition will be satisfied for any QX which satisfies
D(QX ||PX ) > Er, and then the resulting condition is
Ee ≤ min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QY |X
{
D(QX ||PX) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) +
[
R−H(QX|Y |QY )
]
+
}
(A.109)
= min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QY |X
max
0≤t≤1
{
D(QX ||PX) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
+ t
[
R−H(QX|Y |QY )
]} (A.110)
(a)
= max
0≤t≤1
min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QY |X
{
D(QX ||PX ) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
+ t
[
R−H(QX|Y |QY )
]} (A.111)
where (a) is because the minimization problem in (A.110) is convex in QX (over the convex set {QX ∈ Q(X ) :
D(QX ||PX ) ≤ Er}) and {QY |X}, and the maximization problem is linear in t (over the convex set [0, 1]), and
thus also concave. Therefore, we can interchange the maximization and minimization [40] order, and obtain the
condition max0≤t≤1 erb(t) ≥ Ee.
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Expurgated bound: From Theorem 5 and the expurgated bound in (18), the rate function ρ(QX ;R,Er) will
achieve infimum error exponent Ee if
Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX) + min
QX˜|X :QX˜=QX ,ρ(QX ;R,Er)≤H(QX|X˜ |QX˜)
{
B(QXX˜ , PY |X) + ρ(QX ;R,Er)−H(QX|X˜ |QX˜)
}
(A.112)
for all QX . Now, choosing R0 sufficiently large, this condition will be satisfied for any QX which satisfies
D(QX ||PX ) > Er, and then the resulting condition is
Ee ≤ min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QX˜|X : R≤H(QX|X˜ |QX˜)
{
D(QX ||PX) +B(QXX˜ , PY |X)
+ R−H(QX|X˜ |QX˜)
}
(A.113)
= min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QX˜|X
max
t≥0
{
D(QX ||PX) +B(QXX˜ , PY |X)
+ (t+ 1)
[
R−H(QX|X˜ |QX˜)
]}
(A.114)
(a)
= max
t≥1
min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QX˜|X
{
D(QX ||PX) +B(QXX˜ , PY |X) + t
[
R−H(QX|X˜ |QX˜)
]}
(A.115)
where in the maximization problems above, the constraint QX = (QX × QX˜|X)X˜ is also imposed. The passage
(a) is because the minimization problem in (A.114) is jointly convex in QX (over the convex set {QX ∈ Q(X ) :
D(QX ||PX ) ≤ Er}), {QX˜|X : QX˜ = QX}, and the maximization problem is linear in t (over the convex set
[1,∞)), and thus also concave. Therefore, we can interchange the maximization and minimization [40] order, and
obtain the condition max0≤t≤1 eex(t) ≥ Ee.
Sphere packing bound: From Theorem 3 and the sphere packing bound in (21), the rate function ρ(QX ;R,Er)
will not achieve supremum error exponent Ee unless
Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX) + min
QY |X : ρ(QX ;R,Er)≤H(QX|Y |QY )
D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) (A.116)
for all QX . Now, choosing R0 sufficiently large this condition will be satisfied for any QX which satisfies
D(QX ||PX ) > Er, and then the resulting condition is
Ee ≤ min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QY |X : R≤H(QX|Y |QY )
{
D(QX ||PX) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
} (A.117)
= min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QY |X
max
t≥0
{
D(QX ||PX ) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
+t
[
R−H(QX|Y |QY )
]} (A.118)
(a)
= max
t≥0
min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QY |X
{
D(QX ||PX ) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
+t
[
R−H(QX|Y |QY )
]} (A.119)
where (a) is because the minimization problem in (A.118) is convex in QX (over the convex set {QX ∈ Q(X ) :
D(QX ||PX ) ≤ Er}), {QY |X}, and the maximization problem is linear in t (over the convex set [1,∞)), and thus
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also concave. Therefore, we can interchange the maximization and minimization [40] order, and obtain the condition
maxt≥0 esp(t) ≥ Ee.
Proof of Lemma 16: Introducing an auxiliary PMF Q˜Y and using Lemma 32 (Appendix E) we get that
vrb(PXY , QX ,Ee, η) = min
QY |X :D(QX×QY |X ||PXY )≤Ee
min
Q˜Y
{D(QY |X ||Q˜Y |QX)
+η ·D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)} (A.120)
= min
Q˜Y
min
QY |X :D(QX×QY |X ||PXY )≤Ee
{D(QY |X ||Q˜Y |QX)
+η ·D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)} (A.121)
Notice that (A.121) is an optimization problem over (QY |X , Q˜Y ) and consider utilizing an alternating minimization
algorithm, where for a given Q˜Y , the minimizer QY |X is found, and vice versa. We divide the rest of the proof
into two main parts. In the first part, we prove that the alternating minimization algorithm indeed converges to the
optimal solution, and in the second part, we solve the two individual optimization problems (resulting from keeping
one of the optimization variables fixed).
Part 1: In [41, Section 5.2], [42] sufficient conditions were derived for the convergence of an alternating
minimization algorithm. Specifically, these conditions are met for a minimization problem of the form
inf
Q1∈Q1
inf
Q2∈Q2
D(Q1||Q2) (A.122)
where Q1 and Q2 are two positive measures (which may not necessarily sum to 1) over a finite alphabet Z ,
and Q1,Q2 are two convex sets. To prove that alternating minimization algorithm converges for the optimization
problem (A.121), we now show that it can be written in the form of (A.122). The objective function of (A.121) is
given by
D(QY |X ||Q˜Y |QX) + η ·D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
=
∑
x,y
QX(x)QY |X(y|x) log
[
QY |X(y|x)
]1+η
Q˜Y (y)P
η
Y |X(y|x)
(A.123)
=(1 + η)
∑
x,y
QXY (x, y) log
QXY (x, y)[
Q˜Y (y)
] 1
1+η
[
PY |X(y|x)
] η
1+η QX(x)
. (A.124)
Thus, if we let Z = X × Y and consider the measures QXY and Q˘XY , Q˜
1
1+η
Y P
η
1+η
Y |XQX
12 then the objective
function is of the form of (A.122). Now, the feasible set for QXY is
QXY :
∑
y∈Y
QXY (x, y) = QX(x),D (QXY ||PXY ) ≤ Ee

 (A.125)
which is a convex set. Now, using Corollary 33 of Lemma 32 (Appendix E), we have that the feasible region of
12Note that this measure does not necessarily sum to 1.
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Q˜Y can be extended from the simplex Q(Y) to the set
Q˜(Y) ,

Q˜Y :
∑
y∈Y
Q˜Y (y) ≤ 1, Q˜Y (y) ≥ 0 for all y ∈ Y

 (A.126)
which is also a convex set. Now, define the feasible set for the variables Q˘XY as
Q˘ ,
{
Q˘XY : ∃Q˜Y ∈ Q˜(Y)
so that Q˘XY (x, y) =
[
Q˜Y (y)
] 1
1+η
[
PY |X(y|x)
] η
1+η QX(x) for all (x, y) ∈ X × Y
}
.
We show that Q˘ is also a convex set. Let Q˘i,XY (x, y) =
[
Q˜i,Y (y)
] 1
1+η
[
PY |X(y|x)
] η
1+η QX(x) for Q˜i,Y ∈ Q˜(Y),
i = 0, 1, and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Then,
Q˘α,XY , (1− α)Q˘0,XY + αQ˘1,XY (A.127)
= P
η
1+η
Y |XQX ·
(
(1− α)Q˜
1
1+η
0,Y + αQ˜
1
1+η
1,Y
)
. (A.128)
Thus, to show that Q˘α,XY ∈ Q˘ all is needed to prove is that Q˜α,Y ,
(
(1− α)Q˜
1
1+η
0,Y + αQ˜
1
1+η
1,Y
)1+η
∈ Q˜(Y). As
positivity of Q˜α,Y is clear, it remains to verify that
∑
y∈Y Q˜α,Y (y) ≤ 1. Indeed, we have
∑
y∈Y
Q˜α,Y (y) =
∑
y∈Y
(
(1− α)Q˜
1
1+η
0,Y + αQ˜
1
1+η
1,Y
)1+η
(A.129)
(a)
≤

(1− α)

∑
y∈Y
Q˜0,Y (y)


1
1+η
+ α

∑
y∈Y
Q˜1,Y (y)


1
1+η


1+η
(A.130)
(b)
≤ [(1− α) + α]1+η (A.131)
= 1 (A.132)
where (a) follows from a variant of Minkowski’s inequality (Lemma 35 in Appendix E), and (b) is from the fact
that both t
1
1+η and t1+η are increasing functions of t ∈ R+ when η ≥ 0, and Q˜Y ∈ Q˜(Y). Thus the optimization
problem (A.121) is of the form (A.122) and an alternating minimization algorithm converges to the optimal, unique,
solution, which we denote by (Q∗Y |X , Q˜
∗
Y ).
Part 2: First, suppose that Q˜Y is given. In order to find the minimizer QY |X the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
conditions for convex problems [36, Section 5.5.3] can be utilized. Ignoring positivity constraints for the moment,
and defining the Lagrangian
L(QY |X , λ, µx) =
∑
x∈X
QX(x)D(QY |X(·|x)||Q˜Y ) + η
∑
x∈X
QX(x)D
(
QY |X(·|x)||PY |X(·|x)
)
+λ ·
∑
x∈X
QX(x)D
(
QY |X(·|x)||PY |X(·|x)
)
+
∑
x∈X
µx
∑
y∈Y
QY |X(y|x) (A.133)
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=
∑
x∈X
QX(x)
∑
y∈Y
QY |X(y|x) log
[
QY |X(y|x)
]1+η+λ
Q˜Y
[
PY |X(y|x)
]η+λ + ∑
x∈X
µx
∑
y∈Y
QY |X(y|x)
where λ ≥ 0 and µx ∈ R for x ∈ X . Differentiating w.r.t. some QY |X(y′|x′) for x′ ∈ X , y′ ∈ Y
∂L
∂QY |X(y′|x′)
= QX(x
′)
(
(1 + η + λ) ·
(
logQY |X(y
′|x′) + 1
)
+ log
1
Q˜Y (y′)
[
PY |X(y′|x′)
]η+λ
)
+ µx′ (A.134)
and equating to zero we get
QX(x
′) · log
[
QY |X(y
′|x′)
](1+η+λ)[
PY |X(y′|x′)
]η+λ
Q˜Y (y′)
+ µ′x′ = 0 (A.135)
where µ′x′ = µx′ +1+ η+ λ. Thus, the argument of the logarithm must not depend on x, and this implies that for
any x ∈ X such that QX(x) 6= 0 we must have
Q∗Y |X(y|x) = ψx
[
PY |X(y|x)
]α [
Q˜Y (y)
]1−α
(A.136)
for α = η+λ1+η+λ , where ψx is a normalization constant. Clearly, from (73) we have Q∗Y |X = Mg(PY |X , Q˜Y , α∗).
The value of Q∗Y |X for x ∈ X with QX(x) = 0 is immaterial as it does not affect the optimal value of the objective
function. Also, it is evident that the solution Q∗Y |X is indeed positive.
To find the optimal Q∗Y |X , we need to choose α in order to satisfy the constraint D(Q
∗
Y |X ||PXY ) ≤ Ee. For this,
the complementary slackness condition [36, Section 5.5.2] implies that α should be chosen either to satisfy
D(Q∗Y |X ||PY |X |QX) = Ee −D(QX ||PX) (A.137)
and then η1+η < α ≤ 1, or α =
η
1+η and then
D(Q∗Y |X ||PY |X |QX) < Ee −D(QX ||PX). (A.138)
To find α∗ that satisfies the complementary slackness condition, note that D(Q∗Y |X ||PY |X |QX) is a monotonically
decreasing function of α. Indeed, it is easy to see that if Q˜Y is initialized such that
supp(Q˜Y ) = supp
(∑
x∈X
QX(x)PY |X(y|x)
)
(A.139)
then this remains true for all iterations. Then, it follows from Lemma 36 (Appendix E) that for any given x ∈ X
such that QX(x) 6= 0, we have that D(Q∗Y |X(·|x)||PY |X(·|x)) is a decreasing function of α, and thus their average
D(Q∗Y |X ||PY |X |QX) is also a decreasing function of α. Thus, if for α =
η
1+η we have D(Q
∗
Y |X ||PY |X |QX) < Ee−
D(QX ||PX ) then α∗ = η1+η . Otherwise, we have D(Q
η
1+η
Y |X ||PY |X |QX) > Ee−D(QX ||PX ) and D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) =
0 < Ee −D(QX ||PX ). Thus, in the later case, a simple search finds α∗.
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Second, assume that QY |X is given. The minimizer Q˜Y can be found using Lemma 32 (Appendix E) to be
Q˜Y (y) =
∑
x∈X
QX(x)QY |X(y|x). (A.140)
It is easily seen that Algorithm 1 indeed implements the procedure described in this proof.
Proof of Lemma 17: Introducing an auxiliary PMF Q˜Y and using Lemma 32 (Appendix E), we get that
erb(PXY ,R,Er, t) , min
Q˜Y
min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
min
QY |X{
D(QX ||PX) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX) + t ·
[
R−H(QX) +D(QY |X ||Q˜Y |QX)
]}
.
Now, Algorithm 2 is an alternating minimization algorithm, that keeps all parameters but one fixed, and optimizes
over the non-fixed parameter. Now, for a given t ≥ 0, the objective function in (64) is given by
(1 + t) ·
∑
x,y
QXY (x, y) log
QXY (x, y)
[PXY (x, y)]
1
1+t
[
Q˜Y (y)
] t
1+t
+ tR. (A.141)
The same technique that was used in the proof of Lemma 16, shows that this optimization problem is of the
form (A.122) (with additional constant tR). Thus, an alternating minimization algorithm converges to the optimal
solution.
We now turn to the minimization of individual variables, assuming that all other variables are fixed, for a given
t ≥ 0. First, consider the minimization over QXY , which itself can be separated to an unconstrained minimization
over QY |X and a constrained minimization over QX . The minimizer Q∗Y |X can again be found using similar
Lagrange methods as in the proof of Lemma 16. The result is Q∗Y |X = Mg(PY |X , Q˜Y ,
1
1+t) (for all x ∈ X such
that QX(x) 6= 0, and arbitrary otherwise, since the value of Q∗Y |X(·|x) for x ∈ X such that QX(x) = 0 does not
affect the value of the optimization problem). For this optimal choice, using the definitions of h1,t(x) and h2,t(x)
we obtain
min
Q˜Y
min
QX :D(QX ||PX)≤Er
{
D(QX ||PX) +
∑
x∈X
QX(x)h1,t(x) + t ·
[
R−H(QX) +
∑
x∈X
QX(x)h2,t(x)
]}
. (A.142)
Next, we optimize over QX using the KKT conditions. The Lagrangian with λ≥0 and µ is given by
L(QX , λ, µ) , D(QX ||PX ) +
∑
x∈X
QX(x)h1,t(x) + t ·
[
R−H(QX) +
∑
x∈X
QX(x)h2,t(x)
]
+λ ·D(QX ||PX) + µ ·
∑
x∈X
Qx (A.143)
= t · R+
∑
x∈X
QX(x)
[
log
(
[QX(x)]
1+t+λ
[PX(x)]
1+λ
· exp(h1,t(x) + t · h2,t(x))
)
+ µ
]
.
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Differentiating w.r.t. some QX(x′) for x′ ∈ X , we get
∂L
∂QX(x′)
= log
(
[QX(x
′)]1+t+λ
[PX(x′)]
1+λ
· exp(h1,t(x
′) + t · h2,t(x
′))
)
+ (1 + t+ λ) + µ (A.144)
and equating to zero results in
Q∗X(x) = ψ · [PX(x)]
1+λ
1+λ+t · exp
(
−
1
1 + t+ λ
· h1,t(x)−
t
1 + t+ λ
· h2,t(x)
)
(A.145)
where ψ is a normalization constant. From the definition (81), it is evident that Q∗X = Mh(PX , h1, h2, λ, t). Using
the complementary slackness condition [36, Section 5.5.2], λ should be found such that either D(Q∗X ||PX ) = Er
or λ = 0. From Lemma 36 (Appendix E) D(Q∗X ||PX) is a monotonic decreasing function of λ and thus the above
search is relatively simple. To see that the conditions of Lemma 36 are met, notice that initializing Q˜Y with support
Y implies that in the first iteration supp(Q∗Y |X) = supp(PY |X) which assures that h1,t(x) and h2,t(x) are finite.
As supp(Q∗X) = supp(PX) = X for all λ > 0 and t ≥ 0 then supp(Q˜Y ) = Y for all iterations (cf. (A.150)). Thus,
for any t 6= 0 we may express Q∗X as
Q∗X(x) = ψ · [PX(x)]
1+λ
1+λ+t ·
[
P˘X(x)
] t
1+λ+t (A.146)
where
P˘X(x) , ψ˘ · exp
(
−
h1,t(x)
t
− h2,t(x)
)
(A.147)
and ψ˘ is a normalization factor. Setting α = 1+λ1+λ+t we get that D(Q
∗
X ||PX ) is a decreasing function of α. Since
α is a monotonically increasing function of λ this implies that D(Q∗X ||PX) is also a decreasing function of λ. For
t = 0 we may write again
Q∗X(x) = ψ · P
λ
1+λ
X (x) · P˘
1
1+λ
X (x) (A.148)
where now
P˘X(x) , ψ˘ · exp (−h1,t(x) + log PX(x)) . (A.149)
Similar arguments show that D(Q∗X ||PX ) is a decreasing function of λ.
The optimal Q˜∗Y for a given t and QX , QY |X is simply
Q˜∗Y (y) =
∑
x∈X
QX(x)QY |X(y|x), (A.150)
using Lemma 32.
Proof of Lemma 18: Clearly (72) can be written as
vex(PXY , QX ,Ee) = min
Q˘XX˜∈G
D(Q˘XX˜ ||QX ×QX), (A.151)
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where G , G1 ∩ G2 ∩ G3 and
G1 , {QXX˜ : B(QXX˜) = Ee +D(QX ||PX )}, (A.152)
G2 , {Q˘X = QX}, (A.153)
G3 , {Q˘X˜ = QX}. (A.154)
It may be easily seen that {Gi}3i=1 are linear families13. In [41, Theorem 5.1], the convergence of an iterative
algorithm for a minimization problem of the form
min
Q˘∈G
D(Q˘||Q), (A.155)
where G is the intersection of a finite number of linear families, was proved. The minimizer of (A.155) is called
the I-projection of Q onto G and denoted Q˘∗. The algorithm is called iterative scaling and works as follows: First
Q˘(0) = Q is initialized. Then, Q˘(1) is the I-projection of Q˘(0) onto G1, Q˘(2) is the I-projection of Q˘(1) onto G2,
and so on, where for n > L, Q˘(n) is the I-projection of Q˘(n−1) onto Gn mod L. Such a procedure converges to Q˘∗.
Thus, to use the iterative scaling algorithm for the case at hand, we initialize Q˘(0)
XX˜
(x, x˜) = QX(x)QX(x˜) for
all (x, x˜) ∈ X × X , and then we need to find for any given PMF Q˜XX˜ the I-projections
min
Q˘XX˜∈Gi
D(Q˘XX˜ ||Q˜XX˜) (A.156)
for i = 1, 2, 3. In what follows we will perform the I-projection on G1 ∩ G2 jointly, and then on G3. In this case,
Q˜XX˜ is of the form QX × Q˜X˜|X for all iterations.
First, for G1 ∩ G2, we need to solve
min
Q˘X˜|X :B(QX×Q˘X˜|X)+D(QX ||PX)=Ee
D(QX × Q˘X˜|X ||QX × Q˜X˜|X). (A.157)
Ignoring positivity constraints for the moment, we define the Lagrangian
L(Q˘X˜ |X , λ, µx) =
∑
x∈X ,x˜∈X
QX(x)Q˘X˜|X(x˜|x) log
Q˘X˜ |X(x˜|x)
Q˜X˜|X(x, x˜)
+λ ·
∑
x∈X ,x˜∈X
QX(x)Q˘X˜ |X(x˜|x)dPY |X (x, x˜) +
∑
x∈X
µx
∑
x˜∈X
Q˘X˜|X(x˜|x) (A.158)
and λ, µx ∈ R for x ∈ X . Differentiating w.r.t. some Q˘X˜|X(x˜′|x′) for x′, x˜′ ∈ X
∂L
∂Q˘X˜ |X(x˜
′|x′)
= QX(x
′)
(
log
Q˘X˜|X(x˜
′|x′)
Q˜X˜|X(x˜
′|x′)
+ 1
)
+ λ ·QX(x
′)dPY |X (x
′, x˜′) + µx′ (A.159)
13A linear family of PMFs over the alphabet X , is any set of the form
{
QX :
∑
x∈X QX(x)fi(x) = αi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K
}
for some given
functions {fi}Ki=1 and constants {αi}Ki=1.
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and equating to zero we get
QX(x
′) · log
Q˘X˜|X(x˜
′|x′) · exp
[
λ · dPY |X (x
′, x˜′)
]
Q˜X˜|X(x˜
′|x′)
+ µ′x′ = 0 (A.160)
where µ′x′ = µx′ + 1. Thus, the argument of the logarithm must not depend on x, and this implies that for any
x ∈ X such that QX(x) 6= 0 we must have
Q˘∗
X˜|X
(x˜|x) = ψxQ˜X˜|X(x˜|x) exp
[
−λ · dPY |X (x, x˜)
] (A.161)
where ψx is a normalization constant, such that
∑
x˜∈X Q˘
∗
X˜|X
(x˜|x) = 1, for any x ∈ supp(QX), namely Q˘∗X˜|X =
MB(Q˜X˜|X , PY |X , λ). The value of Q˘
∗
X˜|X
(x˜|x) for x ∈ X with QX(x) = 0 is immaterial as it does not affect the
optimal value of the objective function. Also, it is evident that the solution Q˘∗
X˜|X
is indeed positive. Finally, we
need to find λ ∈ R such that the constraint B(QX × Q˘X˜|X) +D(QX ||PX) = Ee is satisfied, namely
Ee +D(QX ||PX ) =
∑
x∈X ,x˜∈X
QX(x)Q˘
∗
X˜ |X
(x˜|x)dPY |X (x, x˜) (A.162)
=
∑
x∈X ,x˜∈X
ψxQ˜X˜|X(x˜|x) exp(−λ · dPY |X (x, x˜))dPY |X (x, x˜). (A.163)
Second, the linear family G2 induces a simple constraint on the X˜-marginal of Q˘XX˜ . In this case, the lumping
property [41, Lemma 4.1 and Section 5.1] implies that the I-projection onto G2 is given by Q˘∗XX˜ = Ml(Q˜XX˜) ,
which evidently satisfies Q˘∗
XX˜
∈ G2.
It is easily seen that Algorithm 3 indeed implements the procedure described in this proof.
APPENDIX B
In this appendix, we will focus only on codes for the channel W . As mentioned in subsection II-C, E∗e(R, QX ,W )
and E∗e(R, QX ,W ) are not fully known. Nonetheless, some of their general properties can be obtained, and these
are useful for SW codes. Notice that in channel coding, the type of the fixed composition code is under the control
of the code designer. Indeed, according to the definition of the infimum fixed-composition reliability function, to
achieve E∗e(R, QX ,W ), one needs to find a sequence of types Q
(n)
X → QX with required error probability, but it is
not required that Q(n)X = QX for all n. In Theorem 2, we transform channel codes into SW codes, and conditioning
on the event that the source block belongs to the type QX , we would like to achieve conditional error exponent
of E∗e(R, QX ,W ) for the SW code. Thus, for SW coding, the type is determined by the source, and there is no
flexibility to choose a ‘nearby’ type, since the type of the source block is not under the control of the code designer.
The next three lemmas address this issue. Lemma 24 shows that if two types are close, then by concatenating a
relatively short vector (of length linear in the block length, with small coefficient) one can modify a vector from
the first type to exactly the second type. Lemma 25 shows that if a sequence of channel codes exists with good
error probability for block lengths which are not too far apart, then there is also a sequence of channel codes
for all block lengths sufficiently large, with essentially the same performance. Lemma 26 states that the infimum
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Lemma 25
Lemma 26
Theorem 2
Proposition 27
Corollary 8
Lemma 9
Figure 5. Dependency graph of various proofs.
reliability function can be achieved with codes of type QX exactly, when the block length is sufficiently large.
Finally, Proposition 27 discusses the monotonicity and continuity of E∗e(R, QX ,W ) and E
∗
e(R, QX ,W ), which is
of importance since we will be interested in the inverses of these functions. We first formulate all the Lemmas and
the Proposition mentioned above, and only afterwards provide their proofs. To assist the reader, Figure 5 displays
the connections between the proofs. In this graph, the proof of any given result, depends on the results displayed
above it. For example, the proof of Lemma 26 requires the result of Lemma 24.
Lemma 24. Assume that Q ∈ Q(X ), Q ∈ intQ(X ) and ||Q − Q||= ǫ. Also, let Q(n) ∈ Pn(X ) be such that
Q(n) → Q. Then, there exists z(n) ∈ X ln such that if x ∈ Tn(Q(n)) then Qˆ(x,z(n)) → Q as n → ∞, and
limǫ↓0 limn→∞
ln
n = 0.
Moreover, assume, in addition, that Q ∈ P(X ). Then, there exists z(n) ∈ X ln and ǫ > 0, such that for any
0 < ǫ < ǫ if x ∈ Tn(Q(n)) then Qˆ(x,z(n)) = Q for n sufficiently large, and limǫ↓0 limn→∞ lnn = 0.
The lengths n + ln in Lemma 24 need not be increasing. However, since n + ln → ∞ as n → ∞, a strictly
increasing sub-sequence may be extracted with the desired property. So, henceforth we will assume that n+ ln is
an increasing sequence.
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Lemma 25. Let C be a sequence of fixed composition codes Cnk ⊆ Tnk(Q(k)X ) such that Q(k)X → QX , and
lim inf
k→∞
1
nk
log|Cnk |≥ R, (B.1)
lim inf
k→∞
−
1
nk
log pe(Cnk) = Ee. (B.2)
Then, if lim supn→∞ (nk+1−nk)nk = δ there exists ǫ > 0 and a sequence C′ of fixed composition codes C′m ⊆ Tm(Q
(m)
X )
such that Q(m)X → QX , and
lim inf
m→∞
1
m
log|C′m|≥ R− ǫ (B.3)
E−c (C
′) ≥ Ee − ǫ, (B.4)
where limδ↓0 ǫ = 0.
Lemma 26. Let QX ∈ P(X )∩ intQ(X ), and let n0 ∈ N be the minimal block length such that QX ∈ Pn0(X ). Let
C be a sequence of fixed composition codes Cn ⊆ Tn(Q(n)X ) such that Q(n)X → QX , and lim infn→∞ 1n log|Cn|≥ R.
Then, for any ǫ > 0, there exists a sequence of fixed composition channel codes C′m ⊆ Tm·n0(QX) such that
lim infm→∞
1
mn0
log|C′m|≥ R− ǫ, and lim infm→∞− 1mn0 log pe(C
′
m) ≥ E
−
c (C)− ǫ.
Proposition 27. For a given channel W , the functions E∗e(R, QX ,W ) and E∗e(R, QX ,W ) are:
1) Strictly decreasing functions of R in the interval (C0(QX ,W ), I(QX ×W )) .
2) Continuous functions of (R, QX) for R ∈ (C0(QX ,W ), I(QX ×W )).
Proof of Lemma 24: We will prove this fact by induction over the alphabet size |X |, where without loss of
generality (w.l.o.g.) we denote X = {0, 1, . . . , |X |−1}. If Q = Q then the Lemma is trivial, thus we assume Q 6= Q
and so there exists a letter x∗, such that Q(x∗) > Q(x∗). W.l.o.g., we assume x∗ = 0. Then, for any sufficiently
large n, we also get Q(0) > Q(n)(0).
For X = {0, 1} letting
ln =
⌈
n ·
Q(0) −Q(n)(0)
1−Q(0)
⌉
(B.5)
= n ·
Q(0)−Q(n)(0)
1−Q(0)
+ αn (B.6)
for some 0 ≤ αn < 1, and choosing z(n) = 0 ∈ X ln , we get
Qˆ(x,z(n))(0) =
n ·Q(n)(0) + ln
n+ ln
(B.7)
=
Q(n)(0) + (Q(0)−Q(n)(0))/(1−Q(0)) + αn/n
1 + (Q(0)−Q(n)(0))/(1−Q(0)) + αn/n
(B.8)
=
Q(0)(1 −Q(n)(0)) + (αn/n) (1−Q(0))
1−Q(n)(0) + (αn/n) (1−Q(0))
(B.9)
→ Q(0) (B.10)
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as n→∞, and clearly also Qˆ(x,z(n))(1)→ Q(1). In addition, for all sufficiently large n and any ǫ′ > ǫ
ln = n ·
Q(0)−Q(n)(0)
1−Q(0)
+ αn (B.11)
≤ n ·
|Q(0)−Q(n)(0)|
1−Q(0)
+ αn (B.12)
≤ n ·
ǫ′/2
1−Q(0)
+ αn (B.13)
since ǫ = 2
[
Q(0)−Q(0)
]
. So, limǫ↓0 limn→∞ lnn = 0 and the statement of the lemma is proved for |X |= 2.
Now, assume that the statement of the lemma holds for |X |≥ 2 and consider an alphabet X = {0, 1, . . . , |X |}
of size |X |+1. For this case too, we may assume w.l.o.g. that Q(0) ≥ Q(0), and for every sufficiently large n,
Q(0) ≥ Q(n)(0). Now, let X1 = {1, . . . , |X |+1}, and consider the distributions Q˜, Q` ∈ intQ(X1) given for all
x ∈ X1 by
Q˜(x) ,
Q(x)
1−Q(0)
, (B.14)
Q˜(n)(x) ,
Q(n)(x)
1−Q(n)(0)
, (B.15)
and
Q`(x) ,
Q(x)
1−Q(0)
, (B.16)
namely, the conditional distribution of X given that X 6= 0. We then also have ||Q˜− Q`||= ǫ′ where ǫ′ ↓ 0 as ǫ ↓ 0.
For any x, let χ0(x) be the vector obtained by deleting all the ′0′ components of x, e.g. χ0([1, 0, 2]) = [1, 2]. From
the induction assumption, since |X1|= |X |, there exists a sequence of vectors z(n)1 ∈ X
mn
1 such that for any given
x ∈ Tn(Q
(n)), Qˆχ0((x,z(n)1 ))
(x)→ Q`(x) as n→∞ for all x ∈ X1, and limǫ′↓0 limn→∞ mnn(1−Q(n)(0)) = 0. Thus, we
have found a sequence of vectors such that when concatenated to x, the relative frequency of each x ∈ X1 in the
concatenated vector tends to Q`(x). It remains to assure that the relative frequency of the letter 0 ∈ X1 in the final
vector will also tend to Q(0). Now,
Q(0) > Q(n)(0) >
n
n+mn
Q(n)(0) = Qˆ(x,z(n)1 )
(0) (B.17)
for sufficiently large n, and then for sufficiently small ǫ > 0, we have Q(0)−Qˆ(x,z(n)1 )(0) < 2ǫ. Thus, just as for the
case of |X |= 2, one can concatenate another sequence of vectors z(n)0 = 0 ∈ Xm
′
n such that for any x ∈ Tn(Q(n)),
the relative frequency of x = 0 in (x, z(n)1 , z
(n)
0 ) tends to QX(0) as n → ∞, and limǫ↓0 limn→∞
m′n
n = 0.
Consequently, Qˆ(x,z(n)1 ,z(n)0 ) → Q as n → ∞. The total length of the concatenated fixed sequence ln = mn +m
′
n
satisfies limǫ↓0 limn→∞ lnn = 0.
Next, we consider the case in which Q ∈ Pn0(X ), where n0 > 1 is the minimal block length satisfying this
property. We will use the following two simple facts:
• Fact 1: If Q,Q ∈ Pn(X ) and ||Q−Q||< 2n then Q = Q.
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• Fact 2: Let x ∈ {0, 1}n and assume that for some Q, we have ||Qˆx −Q||≤ 2n . Also, denote Qˆx(0) =
k
n and
assume w.l.o.g. that Qˆx(0) = kn < Q(0), where consequently k < n. Then ||Qˆ(x,0) −Q||≤
2
n+1 . To see this,
notice that
k + 1− (n+ 1)Q(0) < k + 1− (n+ 1)
k
n
< 1 (B.18)
and since ||Qˆx −Q||≤ 2n then
Q(0)−
k
n
≤
1
n
(B.19)
and also
k + 1− (n+ 1)Q(0) ≥ −
k + 1
n
≥ −1. (B.20)
Thus,
||Qˆ(x,0) −Q|| = 2 ·
∣∣∣∣k + 1n+ 1 −Q(0)
∣∣∣∣ (B.21)
=
2
n+ 1
·
∣∣k + 1− (n+ 1)Q(0)∣∣ (B.22)
(a)
≤
2
n+ 1
(B.23)
where (a) follows from (B.18) and (B.20).
Now, for |X |= 2, recall the construction before (B.5) and onward, and let the resulting size of the vector (x, z(n))
be n+mn. Denote
γn ,
1−Q(0)
1−Q(n)(0)
. (B.24)
From the assumption Q(0) > Q(0), we get γ = limn→∞ γn < 1. Let γ′ satisfy γ < γ′ < 1. Then, on the one hand
for n sufficiently large, we have from (B.9)
Qˆ(x,z(n))(0) =
(
Q(0) +
αnγn
n
)
·
1
1 + (αnγn/n)
(B.25)
≤ Q(0) +
γnαn
n
(B.26)
< Q(0) +
γ′
n
(B.27)
and on the other hand,
Qˆ(x,z(n))(0) =
(
Q(0) +
αnγn
n
)
·
1
1 + (αnγn/n)
(B.28)
≥
(
Q(0) +
αnγn
n
)
·
(
1− γn
αn
n
)
(B.29)
= Q(0) + (1−Q(0)) · γn
αn
n
−
[γnαn
n
]2
(B.30)
≥ Q(0)−
[γnαn
n
]2
(B.31)
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> Q(0)−
γ′
n
. (B.32)
Thus, for sufficiently large n,
||Qˆ(x,z(n)) −Q||<
2γ′
n
. (B.33)
Moreover, from (B.13), for sufficiently large n, we have mnn ≤ δ′ where δ′ > δ and
δ =
ǫ/2
1−Q(0)
. (B.34)
Then, since
γ · (1 + δ) =
1−Q(0)
1−Q(0)
·
(
1 +
ǫ/2
1−Q(0)
)
(B.35)
=
1
1−Q(0)
·
(
1−Q(0) + ǫ/2
) (B.36)
= 1 (B.37)
for sufficiently large n, (B.33) implies
||Qˆ(x,z(n)) −Q|| <
2γ′
n
(B.38)
<
2γ′
n(1 + δ)γ
(B.39)
≤
2γ′
(n+mn)γ
. (B.40)
Since this is true for any γ′ > γ then
||Qˆ(x,z(n)) −Q|| ≤
2
n+mn
. (B.41)
Let k∗(n) ,
⌈
n+mn
n0
⌉
and m′n = n0 · k∗(n)− n and construct z(n) ∈ Xm
′
n iteratively in the following way:
1) Initialize z(n) with the empty string.
2) For i = 1 to i = m′n: If Qˆ(x,z(n),z(n))(0) < Q(0) then set z(n) ← (z(n), 0) and otherwise set z(n) ← (z(n), 1).
From the second general fact above and (B.41) we have
||Qˆ(x,z(n),z(n)) −Q||≤
2
n+mn +m′n
. (B.42)
If the inequality in (B.42) is strict, then since (n + mn + m′n) mod n0 = 0, clearly Qˆ(x,z(n),z(n)) = Q and by
setting ln = mn +m′n and the fact that m′n < n0, we get the desired result. Otherwise, if equality is obtained in
(B.42) then let z(n) ∈ X n0 such that z(n) ∈ Tn0(Q) where
Q(0) = Q(0) +
1
n0
(B.43)
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if Qˆ(x,z(n),z(n))(0) < Q(0) and
Q(0) = Q(0)−
1
n0
(B.44)
if Qˆ(x,z(n),z(n))(0) > Q(0). It is easily verified that Qˆ(x,z(n),z(n),z(n)) = Q. By setting ln = mn +m
′
n + n0 and the
fact that m′n < n0 we get the desired result.
Finally, for |X |> 2, notice that from (B.16), if Q ∈ P(X ) then also Q`(x) ∈ P(X ). Then, the same proof by
induction can be used, just as for the first statement of the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 25: For any given block length m, let k(m) be such that nk(m) < m < nk(m)+1, and thus for
any δ′ > δ, and sufficiently large m we have m− nk(m) ≤ δ′nk(m). Next, find the vector w(m) ∈ Xm−nk(m) with
empirical distribution closet possible to QX (in the variation distance norm). Denote this empirical distribution by
Q`(m). The code C′m will be constructed by concatenating the fixed vector w(m) to the codewords x ∈ Cnk(m) . The
rate of this code satisfies
lim inf
m→∞
log|C′m|
m
= lim inf
m→∞
nk(m)
m
·
log|Cnk |
nk(m)
(B.45)
≥
R
1 + δ′
(B.46)
≥ R− ǫ′ (B.47)
where limδ′↓0 ǫ′ = 0. Since the error probability of C′m is equal to the error probability of Cnk , its error exponent is
lim inf
m→∞
−
1
m
log pe(C
′
m) = lim infm→∞
−
nk(m)
m
1
nk(m)
log pe(C
′
m) (B.48)
≥
Ee
1 + δ′
(B.49)
≥ Ee − ǫ
′′ (B.50)
where limδ′↓0 ǫ′′ = 0. Choosing ǫ = max{ǫ′, ǫ′′} we get limδ′↓0 ǫ = 0. To conclude, it only remains to prove
that if Q′(m)X is the type of the codewords of C′m then Q′
(m)
X → QX as m → ∞. To show this, notice that since
Q`(m) ∈ Pm−nk(m)(X ) is the closest type to QX then14
||Q`(m) −QX ||≤
|X |
m− nk(m)
(B.51)
and so
m− nk(m)
m
· ||Q`(m) −QX ||≤
|X |
m
. (B.52)
Also
Q′
(m)
X =
nk(m)
m
·Q
(k(m))
X +
m− nk(m)
m
· Q`(m) (B.53)
14A non-optimal choice for Q`(m) is to round the first m − nk(m) − 1 components of QX to multiples of 1m−nk(m) . This results the
variation distance in the bound.
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and by convexity of the variation distance (L1 norm), for m sufficiently large
||Q′
(m)
X −QX || ≤
nk(m)
m
· ||Q
(k(m))
X −QX ||+
m− nk(m)
m
· ||Q`(m) −QX || (B.54)
≤
nk(m)
m
· ||Q
(k(m))
X −QX ||+
|X |
m
(B.55)
≤
1
1 + δ′
· ||Q
(k(m))
X −QX ||+
|X |
m
(B.56)
and since Q(k(m))X → QX as m→∞ also Q′
(m)
X → QX .
Proof of Lemma 26: Let ǫ > 0 be given. By setting QX = QX in the second part of Lemma 24, there
exists a sequence of vectors z(n) ∈ X ln , such that if x ∈ Tn(Q(n)X ), the concatenation (x, z(n)) ∈ Tn+ln(QX), and
lim supn→∞
ln
n = 0. Let us now construct a sequence of channel codes C
′ were C′kn ⊆ Tkn(Q
′(n)
X ) is of length
kn = ln + n, and such that Q′(n)X = QX for sufficiently large n, by concatenating to the codewords x ∈ Cn the
fixed vector z(n). Now, the rate of the sequence of the new codes C′ is
lim inf
n→∞
log|C′kn |
kn
= lim inf
n→∞
n
kn
·
log|Ckn |
n
(B.57)
= lim inf
n→∞
n
n(1 + lnn )
·
log|Ckn |
n
(B.58)
= R (B.59)
and since the error probability of C′kn is equal to the error probability of Cn, its error exponent is
E−c (C
′) = lim inf
n→∞
−
1
kn
log pe(C
′
kn). (B.60)
= lim inf
n→∞
−
n
kn
·
1
n
log pe(Cn) (B.61)
= E−c (C). (B.62)
Since for any x ∈ Tn(Q(n)X ), we have (x, z(n)) ∈ Tkn(QX), kn mod n0 = 0. Now, let us focus on the block length
m · n0 for any m sufficiently large. There must exist n1(m) and n2(m) such that kn1(m) ≤ m · n0 ≤ kn2(m)15. If
kn1(m) < m · n0 < kn2(m) then as in Lemma 25, one can concatenate a fixed vector z(m) ∈ Xm·n0−kn1(m) to the
codewords of C′kn such that z
(m) ∈ Tm·n0−kn1(m)(QX), and obtain a codebook C
′′
m ∈ Tm(QX). Since
lim sup
n→∞
kn+1 − kn
kn
= 0 (B.63)
then also
lim sup
n→∞
kn2(m) − kn1(m)
kn2(m)
= 0 (B.64)
the effect of z(m) on the rate and error exponent is negligible, using similar arguments to to the ones used in the
proof of Lemma 25.
15The reason for not choosing n2(m) = n1(m) + 1 is because the lengths kn = ln + n, guaranteed by Lemma 24 are not necessarily
increasing.
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Proof of Proposition 27: Since for any QX , Q′X ∈ Q(X ) and R,R′
|E
∗
e(R, QX ,W )− E
∗
e(R
′, Q′X ,W )|≤ |E
∗
e(R, QX ,W )−E
∗
e(R, Q
′
X ,W )|
+ |E
∗
e(R, Q
′
X ,W )− E
∗
e(R
′, Q′X ,W )| (B.65)
then continuity in R and in QX may be proved separately. The same is true for E∗e(R, QX ,W ). Accordingly, the
proof is divided into two steps: In the first step we will prove continuity and monotonicity in R, and the first property
of the proposition will be proved. Then, in the second step, we will prove continuity in Q′X , which combined with the
first property and (B.65), proves the second property of the proposition. Notice that if R ∈ (C0(QX ,W ), I(QX×W ))
then for Q′X sufficiently close to QX also we have R ∈ (C0(Q′X ,W ), I(Q′X × W )) using the continuity of
C0(QX ,W )
16 and I(QX ×W ) in QX .
Step I: The fact that E∗e(R, QX ,W ) is continuous and strictly decreasing in R was established by Haroutunian
[43], [44]. Since the proof is based on the sphere packing bound, which is also valid for the infimum error exponent
[29, Problem 10.7(b)] and the list decoding inequality [29, Problem 10.30], [30, Lemma 3.8.2] which is valid for
any given block length, then the same proof is also valid for E∗e(R, QX ,W ).
Step II: Let us begin with continuity of E∗e(R, QX ,W ) in Q(X ). Let ǫ > 0 be given such that for any Q′X which
satisfies ||Q′X − QX ||≤ ǫ/2 also supp(QX) ⊆ supp(Q′X). By definition, for any given δ1 ∈ [0,R] there exist a
sequence of channel codes C where Cn ⊆ Tn(Q(n)X ) such that Q
(n)
X → QX , and lim infn→∞
log|Cn|
n ≥ R − δ1, as
well as E+c (C) ≥ E
∗
e(R, QX ,W )− δ1. Also, for sufficiently large n
||Q
(n)
X −Q
′
X ||≤ ||Q
(n)
X −QX ||+||QX −Q
′
X ||≤ ǫ. (B.66)
Using Lemma 24 (for the alphabet supp(QX)), one can find δ > 0 and a sequence of vectors z(n) ∈ X kn−n
such that for all x ∈ Tn(Q(n)X ), the concatenation (x, z(n)) ∈ Tkn(Q′
(n)
X ) where Q′
(n)
X → Q
′
X as n → ∞, and
lim supn→∞
ln
n ≤ δ. Let us now construct a sequence of channel codes C
′ where C′kn ⊆ Tkn(Q
′(n)
X ), of length
kn = ln+n such that Q′(n)X → Q′X , by concatenating z(n) to the codewords x ∈ Cn. Now, the rate of the sequence
of the new codes C′ is
lim inf
n→∞
log|C′kn |
kn
= lim inf
n→∞
n
kn
·
log|Ckn |
n
(B.67)
≥ lim inf
n→∞
n
(1 + 2δ)n
·
log|Ckn |
n
(B.68)
≥
R− δ1
1 + 2δ
(B.69)
and since the error probability of C′kn is at least as small as the error probability of Cn then the error exponent is
E+c (C
′) = lim sup
n→∞
−
1
kn
log pe(C
′
kn) (B.70)
16The continuity of C0(QX ,W ) in QX can be rigorously proved using the same techniques used in the rest of the proof.
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= lim sup
n→∞
−
n
kn
·
1
n
log pe(Cn) (B.71)
≥
1
(1 + 2δ)
lim sup
n→∞
−
1
n
log pe(Cn) (B.72)
=
E+c (C)
(1 + 2δ)
(B.73)
≥
1
(1 + 2δ)
[
E
∗
e(R, QX ,W )− δ1
]
. (B.74)
As δ1 > 0 may be chosen arbitrary small then by definition
E
∗
e(R, Q
′
X ,W ) ≥
1
(1 + 2δ)
E
∗
e
(
R
1 + 2δ
,QX ,W
)
. (B.75)
Since one can exchange the roles of QX and Q′X in the above construction then also
E
∗
e(R, QX ,W ) ≥
1
(1 + 2δ)
E
∗
e
(
R
1 + 2δ
,Q′X ,W
)
. (B.76)
and the continuity of E∗e(R, QX ,W ) immediately follows from the continuity of E
∗
e(R, QX ,W ) in
R ∈ (C0(QX ,W ), I(QX ×W )), (B.77)
and the fact that, from Lemma 24, limǫ↓0 δ = 0.
To prove the same property for E∗e(R, QX ,W ), notice that the same construction can be used to modify a
sequence of codes C which achieve E∗e(R, QX ,W ), into a new sequence of codes C′, by concatenating a fixed
vector z(n) ∈ X kn−n with type that tends to Q′X to the codewords of Cn, and obtain error probability close to that
of Cn. However, the resulting codes only exist for lengths kn, while in order to achieve E∗e(R, Q′X ,W ), a code
should be constructed for any block length (due to the limit infimum in its definition). Nonetheless, since
lim sup
n→∞
kn+1 − kn
kn
≤ lim sup
n→∞
kn+1 − n
n
≤ δ (B.78)
one can invoke Lemma 25 and construct from C′kn a new sequence of codes C
′′
m for any block length m which
achieve E∗e(R, Q′X ,W )− η where limδ→0 η = 0. The property is obtained by taking ǫ ↓ 0 which results δ ↓ 0.
APPENDIX C
In this appendix, we define the ensemble of type-dependent, variable-rate random binning SW codes, and analyze
its exact error exponent. While in essence the proof techniques used for fixed-rate coding in [4] can be generalized,
we provide a somewhat simpler proof, which also shows that the resulting expression is tight, and not just a lower
bound on the actual random binning exponent (a result analogous to [33] for the random channel coding error
exponent). The proof is based on the following lemma. The lemma is of importance as it verifies the asymptotic
tightness of the union bound, even for the union of exponentially many events.
Lemma 28 (Tightness of the union bound). Let A1,A2 . . . ,AK be pairwise independent events from a probability
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space. Then
P
{
K⋃
k=1
Ak
}
≥
1
2
·min
{
1,
K∑
k=1
P (Ak)
}
(C.1)
Proof: See [45, Lemma A.2, pp. 109].
A random ensemble of SW codes is defined by a random sequence of encoders-decoders (Sn,Σn) with probability
P(Sn = sn,Σn = σn), and the average error probability over the random ensemble of codes is defined as pe,n =
E [pe(Sn)] . The random-binning error exponent is defined as
E¯e , lim inf
n→∞
−
1
n
log pe,n. (C.2)
We analyze the ensemble performance of type-dependent, variable-rate SW codes, which are defined as follows:
• Codebook generation: For a given rate function ρ(QX), generate enρ(QX) bins for every QX ∈ Pn(X ) and
map each bin into a different binary string of length n · ρ(QX) nats. Next, assign to each x ∈ X n a bin by
independent random selection with a uniform distribution over all the bins of type class Tn(Qˆx). Then, assign
an index to each type QX ∈ Pn(X ). The above data is revealed to both the encoder and the decoder off-line.
• Encoding: Upon observing x, determine its type class Tn(Qˆx). Send to the decoder its type index, concatenated
with its bin index (for the current type class Tn(Qˆx)).
• Decoding: First, recover the type class Tn(Qˆx) of x. Then, we consider two options:
– Maximum likelihood (ML): Choose x˜ ∈ s−1n (sn(x)) that maximizes PX|Y(x˜|y). Since all x˜ ∈ s−1n (sn(x))
are in the same type class, they have the same probability PX(x˜), so this decoding rule is equivalent to
maximizing PY|X(y|x˜).
– Minimum conditional entropy (MCE): Choose x˜ ∈ s−1n (sn(x)) that minimizes H(Qˆx˜|y|Qˆy). Since all
x˜ ∈ s−1n (sn(x)) have the same empirical entropy H(Qˆx˜), so this decoding rule is equivalent to well-
known, maximum mutual information (MMI) decoder (see, e.g., [46, Section IV.B]). The MCE decoder is
equivalent to a decoder that estimates the unknown PMF PXY for any candidate source block (generalized
likelihood ratio test).
It is well known that the ML decoder, which depends on the source statistics PXY, minimizes the error probability.
By contrast, the MCE decoder does not use PXY at all. In the next theorem, we evaluate the random binning error
exponent of the ML decoder, and show that the MCE decoder also achieves the same exponent, and thus it is a
universal decoder. This exponent was initially derived in [4] (for both decoders), but the proof here is simpler, and
also shows that the lower bound on the ML error exponent is tight for all rates.
Theorem 29. Let ρ(·) be a given rate function, and let the ensemble of SW codes be as defined in Section II-B.
Then for both the ML decoder and the MCE decoder, the limit in (C.2) exists and equals
E¯e = min
QXY
{
D(QXY ||PXY ) +
[
ρ(QX)−H(QX|Y |QY )
]
+
}
.
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Proof: Suppose that (x,y) was emitted from the source and its joint type is QXY = Qˆxy. Let the marginals
and conditional types be QX = Qˆx, QY = Qˆy, and QX|Y = Qˆx|y.
For the ML decoder, let
Λo(x,y) ,
{
x˜ ∈ X n : PX|Y(x˜|y) ≥ PX|Y(x|y)
}
. (C.4)
The conditional error probability, averaged over the random choice of binning is
Π¯e,o(x,y) , P


⋃
x˜∈{Λo(x,y)∩Tn(QX)}
Sn(x˜) = Sn(x)

 (C.5)
≥
1
2
min
{
1, e−nρ(QX ) · |Λo(x,y) ∩ Tn(QX)|
}
(C.6)
≥
1
2
min
{
1, e−nρ(QX ) ·
∣∣Tn(QX|Y )∣∣} (C.7)
.
= min
{
1, exp
[
−n
(
ρ(QX)−H(QX|Y |QY )
)]} (C.8)
= exp
[
−n
[
ρ(QX)−H(QX|Y |QY )
]
+
]
(C.9)
where the first inequality is due to Lemma 28, and the fact that the bin indices are drawn independently in a given
type class, and the second inequality is because for any pair (x˜,y) ∈ Tn(QX|Y ), we have that x˜ ∈ Tn(QX) and
that PX|Y(x˜|y) = PX|Y(x|y).
For the MCE decoder, let
Λu(x,y) ,
{
x˜ ∈ X n : H
(
Qˆx˜|y|QY
)
≤ H
(
QX|Y |QY
)}
. (C.10)
Similarly,
Π¯e,u(x,y) , P


⋃
x˜∈{Λu(x,y)∩Tn(QX)}
Sn(x˜) = Sn(x)

 (C.11)
≤ min
{
1, e−nρ(QX) · |Λu(x,y) ∩ Tn(QX)|
}
(C.12)
≤ min
{
1, e−nρ(QX) · |Λu(x,y)|
}
(C.13)
≤˙min
{
1, exp
[
−n
(
ρ(QX)−H
(
QX|Y |QY
))]} (C.14)
= exp
[
−n
[
ρ(QX)−H
(
QX|Y |QY
)]
+
]
, (C.15)
where the first inequality is by the union bound, and the following equality is because the number of sequences in
any conditional type that belongs to Λu(x,y) is exponentially upper bounded by enH(QX|Y |QY ) and the number of
joint types is polynomial |Pn(X × Y)|≤ (n+ 1)|X ||Y| .
It can be seen that on the exponential scale, the lower bound on Π¯e,o(x,y) and the upper bound on Π¯e,u(x,y)
are identical. Thus, when taking expectation w.r.t. the i.i.d. source PXY , the resulting asymptotic bounds on the
error probability are identical (lower bound for the ML decoder, and upper bound for the MCE decoder). Moreover,
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since the ML decoder minimizes the error probability, taking expectation w.r.t. PXY we get
E
{
exp
[
−n
[
ρ(QˆX)−H(QˆX|Y|QˆY)
]
+
]}
≤˙E
{
Π¯e,o(X,Y)
} (C.16)
≤ E
{
Π¯e,u(X,Y)
} (C.17)
≤˙E
{
exp
[
−n
[
ρ(QˆX)−H(QˆX|Y|QˆY)
]
+
]}
(C.18)
so the asymptotic average error probability of both the ML decoder and the MCE decoder is
pe,n
.
= E
{
exp
[
−n
[
ρ(QˆX)−H(QˆX|Y|QˆY)
]
+
]}
(C.19)
=
∑
QXY ∈Pn(X×Y)
P
(
QˆXY = QXY
)
· exp
[
−n
[
ρ(QX)−H(QX|Y |QY )
]
+
]
(C.20)
.
=
∑
QXY ∈Pn(X×Y)
exp
[
−n ·D(QXY ||PXY )− n
[
ρ(QX)−H(QX|Y |QY )
]
+
]
(C.21)
.
= exp
[
−n · min
QXY ∈Pn(X×Y)
{
D(QXY ||PXY ) +
[
ρ(QX)−H(QX|Y |QY )
]
+
}]
(C.22)
where the last inequality is again because |Pn(X ×Y)|≤ (n+1)|X ||Y|. Since the optimal value of the minimization
problem inside the exponent is clearly finite, and the minimization argument is a continuous function, then
pe,n
.
= exp
[
−n ·min
QXY
{
D(QXY ||PXY ) +
[
ρ(QX)−H(QX|Y |QY )
]
+
}]
. (C.23)
APPENDIX D
Consider the case of very weakly correlated sources17, namely
PY |X(y|x) = PY (y) · (1 + ǫxy) (D.1)
where for all x ∈ X we have
∑
y∈Y ǫxy = 0 and |ǫxy|≪ 1 for all (x, y) ∈ (X ,Y). Consider again the minimization
problem in (51)
min
QY |X :D(QX×QY |X ||PXY )≤Ee
{
I(QX ×QY |X) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
} (D.2)
which from Lemma 32 is equivalent to
min
Q˜Y
min
QY |X :D(QX×QY |X ||PXY )≤Ee
{
D(QY |X ||Q˜Y |QX) +D
(
QY |X ||PY |X |QX
)}
. (D.3)
Now, notice that if X and Y are independent, then the optimal solution is Q˜∗Y = QY |X = PY for all x ∈ X and
both divergences vanish. A continuity argument then implies that for the low dependence case, the two divergences
at the optimal solution are close to 0. Therefore, we can use the following Euclidean approximation [41, Theorem
17In channel coding, this is referred to as “very noisy channel” [30, Section 3.4].
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4.1]: For two PMFs PX , QX such that supp(Px) = X and QX ≈ PX we have that
D(QX ||PX) ≈
1
2
χ2(QX , PX) ,
1
2
∑
x∈X
(QX(x)− PX(x))
2
PX(x)
. (D.4)
Moreover, for another PMF P˜X , if P˜X ≈ PX then
D(QX ||PX) ≈
1
2
∑
x∈X
(QX(x)− PX(x))
2
P˜X(x)
(D.5)
which also shows that D(PX ||QX) ≈ D(QX ||PX). Now, the objective function of the minimization problem can
be approximated as
D(QY |X ||Q˜Y |QX) +D(QY |X ||PY |X |QX)
≈
1
2
EQX


∑
y∈Y
(QY |X(y|X) − Q˜Y (y))
2
Q˜Y (y)
+
∑
y∈Y
(
QY |X(y|X)− PY |X(y|x)
)2
PY |X(y|X)

 (D.6)
≈
1
2
EQX


∑
y∈Y
(QY |X(y|X) − Q˜Y (y))
2 +
(
QY |X(y|X)− PY |X(y|X)
)2
PY (y)

 (D.7)
and similarly the constraint QY |X ∈ Arb is approximated by
1
2
· EQX


∑
y∈Y
(
QY |X(y|X)− PY |X(y|X)
)2
PY (y)

 ≤ Ee −D(QX ||PX). (D.8)
The Lagrangian for a given Q˜Y (ignoring positivity constraints for the moment) is
L
(
QY |X , λ, µx
)
= 12 ·
∑
x∈X
QX(x)
∑
y∈Y
(QY |X − Q˜Y (y))
2 + (1 + λ)
(
QY |X(y|x)− PY |X(y|x)
)2
PY (y)
+
∑
x∈X
µx
∑
y∈Y
QY |X(y|x) (D.9)
with λ > 0 and µx ∈ R for x ∈ X . Differentiating w.r.t. some QY |X(y′|x′) for x′ ∈ X, y′ ∈ Y we have
∂L
∂QY |X(y′|x′)
=
1
2
·QX(x
′) ·
2
(
QY |X(y
′|x′)− Q˜Y (y
′)
)
+ 2(1 + λ)
(
QY |X(y
′|x′)− PY |X(y
′|x′)
)
PY (y′)
+ µx′ (D.10)
and equating the derivative to zero in this case is equivalent to
QY |X(y
′|x′)− Q˜Y (y
′) + (1 + λ)
[
QY |X(y
′|x′)− PY |X(y
′|x′)
]
PY (y′)
+ µ′x′ = 0. (D.11)
Thus, for some λ > 0
Q∗Y |X(y|x) =
1 + λ
2 + λ
PY |X(y|x) +
1
2 + λ
Q˜Y (y)−
µ′x
2 + λ
PY (y). (D.12)
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It can be easily seen that µ′x = 0 for all x ∈ X so
Q∗Y |X = αPY |X + (1− α)Q˜Y (D.13)
for some α = 1+λ2+λ , where α is either chosen to satisfy the constraint or α = 1/2. It is evident that indeed the
solution satisfies the positivity constraints. Now, for any given α the resulting value of the optimization problem is
[
α2 + (α− 1)2
2
]∑
x∈X
QX(x)
∑
y∈Y
[
PY |X(y|x)− Q˜Y (y)
]2
PY (y)
(D.14)
and by differentiating w.r.t. some Q˜Y (y′) for y′ ∈ Y we have[
α2 + (α− 1)2
2
]
·
∑
x∈X
QX(x)
PY (y′)
[
−2
(
PY |X(y
′|x)− Q˜Y (y
′)
)]
(D.15)
and equating to zero we obtain that the optimal solution is
Q˜∗Y (y) =
∑
x∈X
QX(x)PY |X(y|x). (D.16)
Notice that the optimal solution Q˜∗Y does not depend on α. Thus, for a given Ee ≥ D(QX ||PX ) the optimal value
of α is given by α∗ ≈ max(α˜, 1/2) where α˜ achieves equality in (D.8),
α˜ = 1−
√√√√ Ee −D(QX ||PX )
1
2
∑
x∈X QX(x)
∑
y∈Y
(PY |X(y|x)−Q˜∗Y (y))
2
PY (y)
≈ 1−
√
Ee −D(QX ||PX )
D(PY |X ||Q˜
∗
Y |QX)
(D.17)
using again (D.5). Then, in the case of very weakly correlated sources, the optimal rate function can be approximated
by
ρrb(QX ,Ee) ≈ Ee +H(QX)−D(QX ||PX )−
[
α∗2 + (α∗ − 1)2
]
D(PY |X ||Q˜
∗
Y |QX) (D.18)
where α∗ is given analytically as a function of Ee. In addition, similar approximations for the unconstrained
minimization problem (42) show that
D(Q′Y |X ||PY |X |QX) ≈
1
4
D(PY |X ||Q˜
∗
Y |QX). (D.19)
Thus, for D(QX ||PX) ≤ Ee ≤ D(QX ||PX)+ 14D(PY |X ||Q˜
∗
Y |QX) we have α˜ ≤ 1/2 and by substituting α˜ in (D.18)
we obtain
ρrb(QX ,Ee) ≈ H(QX)− Ee +D(QX ||PX)
−D(PY |X ||Q˜
∗
Y |QX) + 2
√
D(PY |X ||Q˜
∗
Y |QX) (Ee −D(QX ||PX)). (D.20)
For ρsp(QX ,Ee) the analysis is similar, and in this case α∗ ∈ (0, 1), so we obtain the exact same expression as in
(D.20), but this time it is valid for the entire range D(QX ||PX) ≤ Ee ≤ D(QX × (QX × PY |X)Y ||PXY ).
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Notice that D(PY |X ||Q˜∗Y |QX) is the mutual information of the joint distribution QX×PY |X and thus is a measure
of the independence between X and Y . As D(PY |X ||Q˜∗Y |QX) → 0 then X and Y become “more” independent,
and then the rate function ρrb(QX ,Ee) is affine for almost the entire range Ee ≥ D(QX ||PX). Indeed, in this case,
the main error event is associated with “bad binning”, i.e. at least two source blocks of the same type are mapped
to the same bin by the random binning procedure.
APPENDIX E
In this appendix, we provide several useful lemmas.
Lemma 30. Let P,Q be two PMFs over some alphabet X such that supp(P ) = supp(Q) = X , P 6= Q, and
Qα , (1− α)P + αQ. (E.1)
Also, let αmax = max{α : Qα ∈ Q(X )}. Then, D(Qα||P ) is a strictly increasing function of α for α ∈ (0, αmax).
Proof: Let 0 < α1 < α2 ≤ αmax. Then,
Qα1 = (1− α1)P + α1Q (E.2)
=
α1
α2
(
α2
α1
− α2 + 1−
α1
α1
)
P +
α1
α2
α2Q (E.3)
=
α1
α2
(
1− α2 +
α2 − α1
α1
)
P +
α1
α2
α2Q (E.4)
=
α1
α2
[(1− α2)P + α2Q] +
(α2 − α1)
α2
P (E.5)
=
α1
α2
Qα2 +
(
1−
α1
α2
)
P (E.6)
thus Qα1 is a convex combination of Qα2 and P with coefficient γ , α1α2 , and 0 < γ < 1. Now, since divergence is
strictly convex function then
D(Qα1 ||P ) = D(γQα2 + (1− γ)P ||P ) (E.7)
< γD(Qα2 ||P ) + (1− γ)D(P ||P ) (E.8)
= γD(Qα2 ||P ) (E.9)
< D(Qα2 ||P ) (E.10)
and thus D(Qα||P ) is strictly increasing in α.
Lemma 31. Let fi(z) : RN → R be convex functions for i = 1, 2. Consider the optimization problem
W (E) = min
f1(z)≤E
f2(z). (E.11)
assuming that the constraint is feasible for some interval E ∈ J . Then W (E) is a convex function of E in J and
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E −W (E) is a concave function E in J .
Proof: This is a standard result. For example, in [47, Theorem 3], this theorem is proved for the case that f1
and f2 are information divergences. The proof may be used verbatim for any convex functions.
Lemma 32. Let PX × PY |X be a given joint distribution over X × Y . Then the distribution QY that min-
imizes D(PX × PY |X ||PX × QY ) is the marginal distribution Q∗Y corresponding to PY |X namely, Q∗Y (y) =∑
x PX(x)PY |X(y|x).
Proof: See [37, Lemma 10.8.1].
Corollary 33. Let PX ×PY |X be a given joint distribution over X ×Y . Then the vector QY ∈ R|Y| that minimizes
D(PX × PY |X ||PX × QY )
18 under the constraint
∑
y∈Y QY (y) ≤ 1 and QY (y) ≥ 0 for all y ∈ Y , is Q∗Y (y) =∑
x PX(x)PY |X(y|x).
Proof: Suppose that the minimizer vector Q∗Y satisfies
∑
y∈Y Q
∗
Y (y) < 1. Then for some y′ ∈ Y , we can
increase Q∗Y (y′) by 1−
∑
y∈Y Q
∗
Y (y) > 0 and obtain Q¯Y which satisfies
∑
y∈Y QY (y) = 1. But,
D(PX × PY |X ||PX ×Q
∗
Y ) =
∑
x,y
PXY (x, y) log
PXY (x, y)
PX(x)Q
∗
Y (y)
(E.12)
=
∑
x,y 6=y′
PXY (x, y) log
PXY (x, y)
PX(x)Q∗Y (y)
+
∑
x
PXY (x, y
′) log
PXY (x, y
′)
PX(x)Q∗Y (y
′)
(E.13)
>
∑
x,y 6=y′
PXY (x, y) log
PXY (x, y)
PX(x)QY (y)
+
∑
x
PXY (x, y
′) log
PXY (x, y
′)
PX(x)QY (y
′)
(E.14)
and this contradicts the fact that Q∗Y is a minimizer. Thus, we must have
∑
y∈Y Q
∗
Y (y) = 1. In this case, Lemma
32 shows that the optimal solution is Q∗Y (y) =
∑
x PX(x)PY |X(y|x).
Lemma 34. Let PX × PY |X be a given joint distribution over X × Y . Then the distribution QY that min-
imizes D(PX × QY ||PX × PY |X) is the marginal distribution Q∗Y corresponding to PY |X namely, Q∗Y (y) =∑
x PX(x)PY |X(y|x).
Proof: We have
D(PX ×QY ||PX × PY |X) = D(QY ||PY |X |PX) (E.15)
= −
∑
y
QY (y)
∑
x
PX(x) log
PY |X(y|x)
QY (y)
(E.16)
18Notice that the divergence is well defined even if {QY } do not sum exactly to 1.
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≥ −
∑
y
QY (y) log
∑
x PX(x)PY |X(y|x)
QY (y)
(E.17)
= −
∑
y
QY (y) log
Q∗Y (y)
QY (y)
(E.18)
= D(QY ||Q
∗
Y ) (E.19)
≥ 0 (E.20)
and equality is obtained for QY = Q∗Y .
This following lemma is stated and proved in [30, Section 3A.1, inequality (k)].
Lemma 35 (A variant of Minkowski’s inequality). Let 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, let QX be a PMF over a finite alphabet X ,
and let {ax(i)} be a set of non-negative numbers for 1 ≤ i ≤ I and x ∈ X . Then,
I∑
i=1
(∑
x∈X
QX(x)ax(i)
λ
)1/λ
≤

∑
x∈X
QX(x)
(
I∑
i=1
ax(i)
)λ
1/λ
(E.21)
Lemma 36. Let P1, P2 be two PMFs over some alphabet X , such that supp(P2) ⊆ supp(P1). Define
Qα(x) , ψαP
α
1 (x)P
1−α
2 (x), (E.22)
where α ∈ [0, 1] and ψα is a normalization factor such that Qα ∈ Q(X ). Then, D (Qα||P1) is a continuous function
of α whose limit, as α→ 0, is D(Q′||P ) where
P ′2(x) =


ψ′ · P2(x) P1(x) > 0
0 P1(x) = 0
(E.23)
for some normalization factor ψ′. Moreover, D (Qα||P1) is monotonic, strictly decreasing function of α unless
P ′2 = P1.
Proof: This is [29, Problem 2.14] but for completeness, we provide a proof here based on [47]. First, notice
that P1(x) = 0⇒ Qα(x) = 0 and thus all x ∈ X such that P1(x) = 0 are immaterial to the divergence, assuming
the regular convention, that any summand of the form 0· 00 is 0. Thus it may be assumed w.l.o.g. that supp(P1) = X
and P ′2 = P2.
Continuity: Since supp(P1) = X then D (Qα||P1) is a continuous function of Qα in Q(X ). As Qα is a continuous
function of α we get that D (Qα||P1) is a continuous function of α.
Limit for α→ 0: Since supp(P1) = X we get that supp(Qα) = supp(P2). It is easily seen that as α → 0 we
have Qα(x)→ P2(x).
Monotonicity: Consider the following optimization problem
W (E) = min
D(Q||P2)≤E
D(Q||P1). (E.24)
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Standard Lagrange techniques, as used in this paper, show that the optimal solution is
Q(x) = ψP
1
1+λ
1 (x)P
λ
1+λ
2 (x) (E.25)
where λ ≥ 0 is either chosen such that the constraint is satisfied with equality, or λ = 0. When λ > 0 defining
α , 11+λ we get W (E) = D(Qα||P1). Thus, if we show that W (E) is a monotonic increasing function of λ, then
the proof is finished because α is an increasing function of λ. To this end, notice that:
1) W (E) is a strictly decreasing function of E.
2) Using Lemma 31, W (E) is a strictly convex function of E which implies that dW (E)dE is a strictly increasing
function of E.
3) We have that
dW (E)
dE
= −λ. (E.26)
To see this relation, suppose that λ is chosen to satisfy the constraint E. Then, we get
W (E) = D (Qα||P1) (E.27)
=
∑
x∈X
Qα(x) · log
Qα(x)
P1(x)
(E.28)
=
∑
x∈X
Qα(x) · log
P λ2 (x)
Qλα(x)
+
∑
x∈X
Qα(x) · log
Q1+λα (x)
P1(x) · P λ2 (x)
(E.29)
= −λE − (λ+ 1) log(ψ) (E.30)
= −λE − (λ+ 1) log
(∑
x∈X
P
1
1+λ
1 (x)P
λ
1+λ
2 (x)
)
. (E.31)
When differentiating we obtain
dW (E)
dE
= −λ− E
dλ
dE
−
dλ
dE
·
d
dλ
[
(λ+ 1) log
(∑
x∈X
P
1
1+λ
1 (x)P
λ
1+λ
2 (x)
)]
, (E.32)
and because ddλ
[
(λ+ 1) log
(∑
x∈X P
1
1+λ
1 (x)P
λ
1+λ
2 (x)
)]
= −E we obtain the desired result.
These properties imply that as E increases W (E) decreases and dW (E)dE = −λ increases. This results that W (E)
is a monotonic increasing function of λ, and concludes the proof.
Strict monotonicity can be verified by noticing that all monotonicity relations are strict.
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